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Abstract

This paper presents a systematic reassessment of Sturtevant’s Law (Sturtevant
1932), which governs the differing outcomes of Proto-Indo-European voiced and voice-
less obstruents in Hittite (Anatolian). I argue that Sturtevant’s Law was a con-
ditioned pre-Hittite sound change whereby (i) contrastively voiceless word-medial
obstruents regularly underwent gemination (cf. Melchert 1994), but gemination was
blocked for stops in pre-stop position; and (ii) the inherited [±voice] contrast was then
lost, replaced by the [±long] opposition observed in Hittite (cf. Blevins 2004). I pro-
vide empirical and typological support for this novel restriction, which is shown not
only to account straightforwardly for data that is problematic under previous analy-
ses, but also to be phonetically motivated, a natural consequence of the poorly cued
durational contrast between voiceless and voiced stops in pre-stop environments. I
develop an optimality-theoretic analysis of this gemination pattern in pre-Hittite, and
discuss how this grammar gave rise to synchronic Hittite via “transphonologization”
(Hyman 1976, 2013). Finally, it is argued that this analysis supports deriving the Hittite
stop system from the Proto-Indo-European system as traditionally reconstructed with
an opposition between voiceless, voiced, and breathy voiced stops (contra Kloekhorst
2016, Jäntti 2017).
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1 Introduction

This paper is concerned principally with the historical development of the
Hittite oral stop (i.e., plosive) consonants—specifically, with the synchronic
phonological contrast between those orthographically represented with gem-
inate stops and those represented with singleton stops, and how this contrast
developed diachronically from Proto-Indo-European (PIE). The origin of this
distributionwas first treated systematically by Sturtevant (1932), whomade the
seminal observation in (1):1

(1) “[O]riginal voiceless stops areusually represented inHitt. bydoubled con-
sonants wherever the cuneiformmakes this possible, while the tendency
is to write single p, t (d) and k (g) for original voiced stops and voiced
aspirates” (Sturtevant 1932, 2).

While this observation is popularly referred to as Sturtevant’s Law (StvL),
its status remains controversial and its nature incompletely understood.2 At
least the questions in (2a–c) are disputed, whereas (2d) has not previously
received rigorous attention:

(2) a. Is the etymological distribution stated in (1) consistently maintained
and thus (1) truly a “law” (in approximately the Neogrammarian
sense)? Or is it instead just a “tendency” as described by Sturtevant
(thus also explicitly Pozza 2012, 277)?

b. What is the nature of the geminate/singleton stop contrast within Hit-
tite? Does the stated relationship between Hittite geminate/singleton
stops and the reflexes of voiceless/voiced stops in the non-Anatolian
Indo-European languages represent a different phonological contrast
than in PIE and thus reflect a sound change, or is it just a spelling
rule?

1 Sturtevant (1932, 2) credits the inspiration for this observation to his Yale graduate student
C.L. Mudge, who first pointed out to him that PIE *p appears in Hittite as -pp–; this finding
is implicit already in Mudge’s (1931, 252) etymologies of Hitt. lappiyaš ‘fever; heat’ and alpa-
‘cloud’, which he correctly relates to NIE forms with unambiguous reflexes of voiceless and
voiced stops respectively (e.g., Gk. λάμπω ‘shine’, Lith. lópė ‘light’ < *p; Lat. albus ‘white’, Gk.
ἀλφός ‘(white) leprosy’ < *bh).

2 Pedersen (1938, 227) was first to refer to (1) as a “law” (Gesetz); for a detailed history of schol-
arship on the issue, see Pozza (2011, 29–33; 2012, 257–258 n. 1).
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c. If a sound change, is it Hittite that has innovated as assumed by Sturte-
vant? Or was it the ancestor of the non-Anatolian IE languages that
innovated as argued by Kloekhorst (2016)?

d. If a sound change, in what phonological environments did it apply?

These questions are addressed in this paper, the primary aim of which is to
advance a new analysis of StvL. I argue that StvL must be understood as a
sound law proper, and more precisely, that it states a pre-Hittite (i.e., post-
Proto-Anatolian) conditioned sound change whereby:3

(3) a. Contrastively voiceless obstruents (i.e., voiceless stops + *h2; but ex-
cluding *s and *h1) developed into geminate obstruents (thus *t > [tː],
etc.).

b. Contrastively voiced obstruents (i.e., voiced stops + preserved *h3/
“lenited” *h2) developed into non-voiced non-geminate obstruents in
most phonological contexts (thus *d > [t], etc.).

c. All stops became non-geminate stops when preceding another stop.

I assume that pre-Hittite had four phonemic dorsal fricatives contrasting for
voicing and labialization (most likely, */χ/, */χw/, */ʁ/, and */ʁw/) as the reflexes
of PIE *h2 and *h3 in different conditioning environments, the voiced set occur-
ring where *h3 was preserved or where *h2 was subject to lenition in Proto-
Anatolian (PA; cf. 2.1 below).4 Like voiceless stops, voiceless dorsal fricatives
were subject to gemination as part of StvL, whereas the other pre-Hittite
voiceless fricatives */s/ and */h/ (< PIE *h1)—which lack phonemically voiced
counterparts—were not. The precise generalization, then, is that only con-
trastively voiceless obstruents (or equivalently, non-sibilant consonantal
obstruents) were affected by gemination. Note, however, that for conciseness
all subsequent references to “(voiceless) obstruents” should be taken to exclude
*s and *h, unless otherwise indicated.

3 This study is confined to the Hittite evidence for StvL; it thus excludes the StvL-like phe-
nomena that are found in Palaic and Cuneiform Luwian, which require separate treatments
elsewhere (see further discussion in 5.4 below).

4 See Kloekhorst (2006, 97–100, 106) on the emergence of labialized “laryngeals” in PA, and
Melchert (2011) on preserved *h3 in PA and Hittite (cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 838, 946; contra
Melchert 1994, 72–74). The phonetic values assumed here for Hittite accord well with Küm-
mel’s (2007, 227–236) identification of PIE *h1, *h2, and *h3 as */h/, */χ/, and */ʁ/ respectively
(cf. Weiss 2016). These values will be used here in transcription of (pre-)Hittite forms, but for
PIE forms I retain the traditional symbols.
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 lays out some
assumptions underlying this proposal that relate to the questions posed in
(2a–b). I contend that StvL is a “law” rather than a “tendency” (cf. Kloekhorst
2016; contra Pozza 2011, 2012); thatHittite orthographic geminate stops contrast
phonologicallywith singleton stops by length rather thanby voice (cf.Melchert
1994, 14–21, Kloekhorst 2014, 544–547; contra Kimball 1999, 46, 94–95, i.a.); and
that since these [±long] stops correspond etymologically with [±voice] stops
standardly reconstructed for PIE, a real phonological change must have taken
place between PIE and Hittite.5
Section 3 develops the hypothesis that StvL was a pre-Hittite sound change

by which surface voiceless obstruents were subject to gemination and phono-
logically contrastive obstruent voicing was eliminated. I then introduce some
data that problematizes this hypothesis, cases in which a PIE voiced stop that
was phonetically devoiced by an immediately following voiceless stop unex-
pectedly yields a non-geminate stop in Hittite. Previous solutions to this prob-
lem are discussed, including Kloekhorst’s (2016) recent arguments that PIE did
not have voicing assimilation and the radical revision of the PIE stop system
that he advocates partially on this basis.
An alternative analysis of these problematic forms is developed in section

4. I provide empirical evidence that pre-Hittite word-medial voiceless stops—
including, significantly, phonemically voiceless stops—regularly develop into
Hittite non-geminate stops when immediately preceding another stop. This
development is argued to be phonetically motivated, the natural result of
the poorly cued durational contrast between voiceless and voiced stops in
this environment. Finally, I propose a formal analysis of StvL that correctly
accounts for these developments.
Section 5 concludes. I evaluate the implications of this analysis of StvL—

first, for the reconstruction of the PIE phonological system, and then for dia-
chronic phonological typology. In the former respect, I argue in particular that
the Hittite evidence does not support the revisions to the traditional recon-
struction of this system proposed by Kloekhorst (2016), and in the latter, that
StvL does represent a case inwhich a historical obstruent voicing contrast was
reanalyzed as a length contrast (as argued already byMelchert 1994, 18–21; con-
tra Kloekhorst 2016, Jäntti 2017). Lastly, I discuss some issues related to StvL
that remain outstanding and directions for future research.

5 Hittite geminates are here represented as [+long] and non-geminates as [–long], but I do not
intend any theoretical claimas towhether geminates are better analyzed as underlyingly long
or underlyingly heavy (on which issue see, e.g., Ringen and Vago 2010, Davis 2011).
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2 On the nature of Sturtevant’s Law

The central claim of StvL—that Hittite scribes generally used geminate and
singleton spellings to represent “original” (i.e., PIE as traditionally recon-
structed) voiceless and (breathy) voiced stops respectively—has been gener-
ally accepted formore thanhalf a century (Čop 1963, 23–41; cf.Melchert 1994, 16,
Kimball 1999, 90–91). Some (relatively) uncontroversial examples of StvL are
provided in (4–5) below, where the reflexes of PIE voiced and breathy voiced
stops—which had merged already in PA—as well as *h3 in (4) clearly contrast
with those of voiceless stops and *h2 in (5):6

(4) a. PIE *kwó-bhi > Hitt. kuwāpi ‘where?’
adv (cf. Ved. -bhis (instr.pl); Gk. -φι)

b. PIE *péd-om > Hitt. pēdan ‘place’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Gk. πέδον)

c. PIE *dhéɡ̑h-ōm > Hitt. tēkan ‘earth’
n.nom.sg (cf. Gk. χθών)

d. PIE *lóh3w-ei > Hitt. laḫui ‘pours’
3sg.npst.act (cf. Gk. λοέω)

(5) a. PIE *h1ópi >> Hitt. āppa ‘back’
adv (cf. Myc. o-pi; Gk. > ἐπί)

b. PIE *-te- >> (e.g.) Hitt. dattēni ‘you take’
2pl.npst.act (cf. Gk. -τε, OCS -te; Lat. -tis)

c. PIE *twék-m̥ >> Hitt. tuekkan ‘body’
anim.acc.sg (cf. Ved. tvácam)

d. PIE *péh2-wr̥ > Hitt. paḫḫur ‘fire’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Gk. πῦρ)

As noted in section 1, however, other aspects of StvL remain controversial. Two
of the more significant points of contention are treated in 2.1 and 2.2 below.

6 In (4–5) the voicing quality of the stop is in all cases uncontroversial, even if other aspects of
the etymology are disputed. For the etymologies in (4b–c) and (5b–d) see Kloekhorst (2008,
s.vv); for (4a) see HEG I: 693–694 with references; for (4d) see Melchert (2011); and for (5a)
see Melchert (2009, 335–336; 2012, 176). In (4d) and (5d), the relevant segment is intervocalic
after the fusion of the *h2/h3 + *w sequence into a unitary labialized fricative in PA (cf. n. 4
above).
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2.1 “Law” or “tendency”?
In Sturtevant’s (1932) own formulation of what eventually came to be known
as StvL (given in (1) above), he described the correspondence relationship
between Hittite orthographic geminate/singleton stops and PIE voiceless/
voiced stops as a “tendency.” This description was motivated by a number of
examples inwhich the spelling of aHittite stop appeared tomismatch this gen-
eralization, such asHitt.mekki- ‘much;many’ vs. Gk. μέγας ‘big; great’. However,
Sturtevant (1932, 9–12) himself suggested that some of these exceptions were
principled, and attempted to provide linguistic explanations for the discrepan-
cies.7
This approach was adopted in subsequent scholarship, which provided now

generally accepted explanations for apparent counter-examples. Someof these
were demonstrated to be based on incorrect etymologies, such as Sturtevant’s
equation of Hitt. eku/aku- ‘drink’ (< PIE *h1eɡwh-; cf. TA/B yok- ‘id.’, Lat. ēbrius
‘drunk’) with Lat. aqua ‘water’ (< PIE *h2ekw-eh2 or *(h1)akw-eh2; cf. Goth. aƕa,
OE ēa ‘river’).8 Still others were shown to be the result of conditioned prehis-
toric sound changes—most significantly, PA lenition, which caused voic-
ing of PA voiceless stops (and *h2) after stressed long vowels and between
unstressed vowels.9 Some examples of PA lenition and its Hittite reflexes are
given in (6):10

(6) a. PIE *wḗk-̑m̥ > PA *wḗ[ɡ̑]-m̥ > Hitt. wekun ‘I demanded’
b. PIE *mḗh2-wr̥ > PA *mḗ[ʁw]-r̥ > Hitt.mēḫur ‘time’

7 Sturtevant (1932) suggested that the geminate -kk- in Hitt. mekki- was due to the analog-
ical influence of PIE *mak-̑ ‘long’ (> Gk. μακρός ‘id.’; Lat. macer, ON magr ‘thin’; for the
root’s a-vocalism, see Nussbaum 1976, 103). However, the need for such an explanation
was obviated by the advent of the laryngeal theory; both Greek and Hittite forms can be
traced back straightforwardly to the PIE root *meɡ̑h2– (see Melchert 1994, 76–77).

8 On the etymology of Hitt. eku/aku- ‘drink’ see n. 25 below. The exact etymology of Lat.
aqua remains disputed (cf. De Vaan 2008, 48–49 with references), but its Germanic cog-
nates make the reconstruction of a voiceless labiovelar *kw secure.

9 On PA lenition generally see Eichner (1973) (cf. Melchert 1994, 60–62, 68–69; 2019); for a
reformulation in moraic terms, see Adiego (2001) (cf. Yoshida 2011).

10 For the derivation of (6a), see Melchert (2014) (cf. LIV2: 672–673; contra Kloekhorst 2008,
996–997); the root is that of Ved. vaś- ‘want’ and Gk. < ἑκών ‘willing’. On (6b) see Eichner
(1973). For (6c), the pre-form is uncertain; Melchert (1994, 61) argues for a historical com-
pound *sóm-wetes-t- ‘of the same year’ (cf. Hrozný 1917, 93 n. 2), whereas Kimball (1999,
223) suggests instead *só-wetes-t- ‘of this year’, yet by either derivation the *t of the second
member lies between two unstressed vowels and is thus subject to lenition. For a differ-
ent account of (6b) and (6c)—but still involving lenition—seeKloekhorst (2008, 567–568,
739–740).
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c. PIE *só(m)-wetes-t–? > PA *só(m)-we[d]es-t- > Hitt. šāwitišt- / šāudišt-
‘(calf) born this year’

Despite these findings, the view that StvL is only a “tendency” has recently
been reasserted by Pozza (2011, 712–713; 2012, 277). While she correctly points
out that some exceptions to the law await a satisfactory linguistic explanation,11
I nevertheless maintain the view that remaining genuine counter-examples
are few (similarly, Kloekhorst 2016, 214 n. 1; cf. Kimball 1999, 90–91), and that
if the analysis laid out in section 4 below is correct, this set would shrink
even further. Accordingly, I will assume in section 3 that StvL was in fact a
“law” and thus states a regular correspondence relationship between Hittite
orthographic geminate/singleton obstruents and pre-Hittite voiceless/voiced
obstruents, which have the same voicing as cognate obstruents in the NIE
languages except when subject to inner-Anatolian conditioned developments.
Before proceeding further, however, it is necessary to clarify the nature of this
“law”—in particular, what phonological contrast is encoded in geminate vs.
singleton spellings of Hittite obstruents, and in turn, whether they are indica-
tive of a real phonological change in the prehistory of Hittite; these issues are
treated in 2.2 below.

2.2 Phonological change or orthographic practice?
It has been the communis opinio since Sturtevant (1932) that Hittite shows a
contrast between orthographic geminate and singleton obstruents which is
regularlymaintained intervocalically. This contrast can be observed across lexi-
cal items, somewords being spelled consistently with an intervocalic geminate
obstruent (e.g.,appanzi ‘they take’ < PIE *h1ep-), others consistentlywith anon-
geminate obstruent (e.g., adanzi/atanzi ‘they eat’ < PIE *h1ed-). The phonemic
contrast is confirmed, moreover, by minimal pairs like (7):

(7)

geminate vs. singleton

a. ⟨ḫa-at-ta-an-za⟩ ‘pierce.ptcp.anim.nom.sg’ ⟨ḫa-ta-an-za⟩ ‘dry.ptcp.anim.nom.sg’
b. ⟨pad-da-an⟩ ‘dig.ptcp.n.nom/acc.sg’ ⟨pa-ta-a-an⟩ ‘foot.anim.gen.pl’
c. ⟨še-ek-kán⟩ ‘know.ptcp.n.nom/acc.sg’ ⟨še-kán⟩ ‘cubit.n.nom/acc.sg’

11 Suchas geminationof etymological (breathy) voiced stops after *r—e.g.,ḫar(ap)p- ‘(re)as-
sociate; join’ < PIE *h3erbh-—which cannot plausibly be attributed to devoicing per se;
for further discussion and examples of this phenomenon, seeMelchert (1994, 20, 153) and
Pozza (2012, 270–272) with references.
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Yet despite general agreement about the existence of the orthographic con-
trast observed in (7), its synchronic phonological interpretationhas beenmuch
debated (cf. Hoffner and Melchert 2008, 35). The two competing proposals in
(8) are predominant in the literature on this issue:12

(8) a. Hittite stops are distinguished phonologically by voice: -tt/dd- = [t],
-t/d- = [d], etc.

b. Hittite stops are distinguished phonologically by length: -tt/dd- = [tː],
-t/d- = [t], etc.

A fundamental difference between the hypotheses in (8) is whether StvL con-
stitutes a real sound change. Under (8a), inherited voiceless obstruents are
continued in Hittite as voiceless obstruents, and voiced obstruents as voiced
obstruents (thus Kimball 1999, 45–47, i.a.). This is essentially the null hypoth-
esis: no actual phonological change has taken place between PA and Hittite.
StvL would thus be a purely orthographic rule, a statement of the Hittite prac-
tice of using geminate consonant signs to represent voiceless obstruents and
singleton signs for voiced obstruents.
Under (8b), in contrast, StvL states a real phonological change: inherited

voiceless obstruents developed into [+long] obstruents and voiced stops into
[–long] obstruents. Hittite obstruents thus synchronically contrast for length
rather than for voice: labial [pː] vs. [p]; coronal [tː] vs. [t]; dorsal [kː, kːw, χː,
χːw] vs. [k, kw, χ, χw].Melchert (1994, 14–21) andmore recently Kloekhorst (2014,
544–547; 2016, 215–217)havebothargued in support of sucha synchronic length
contrast; I treat briefly below the three arguments in (9), which inmy view con-
stitute the strongest evidence for this analysis:

(9) a. Orthographic parallelism with geminate sonorants.
b. Intervocalic geminate obstruents close a preceding syllable.
c. Lack of synchronic voicing assimilation.

The first argument that supports a length distinction in Hittite obstruents is
(9a) comparison with the sonorants, which similarly exhibit an orthographic
contrast between geminate and singleton spellings (e.g., āri ‘arrives’ vs. ārri

12 Traditionally, the Hittite contrast between geminate and singleton obstruents has been
described as “fortis” vs. “lenis” (Pedersen 1933, 22–23), which are essentially neutral labels
that sidestep the issue of their phonetic realization and phonological representation. See
Kimball (1999, 94–95), Pozza (2011, 33–38), andKloekhorst (2016, 214n. 2) for full overviews
of previous scholarship and the various proposals put forward.
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‘washes’). Such spelling contrasts do not plausibly reflect a difference in voic-
ing: not only are phonemic voicing contrasts in sonorants typologically uncom-
mon (< 5%of theworld’s languagesperBlevins 2018, 29), butmore importantly,
analyzing geminate sonorants as voiceless makes little sense from a historical
perspective—in particular, examples in which they arise intervocalically via
assimilation to another voiced consonant, such as Hitt. wellu- ‘meadow’ (< PIE
*wél-nu-) ormimmanzi ‘they refuse’ (< PIE *mí-mn-n̥ti).13 However, these same
examples are easily explained under the view that orthographically geminate
sonorants are real geminates, which often develop by assimilation of conso-
nant clusters (Blevins 2004, 171). It is very likely, then, that Hittite scribes used
geminate and singleton spellings to encode a length contrast in sonorant con-
sonants; moreover, a natural further assumption is that the same orthographic
practice was used to encode the same phonological contrast in obstruents.
In addition, there is prosodic evidence suggesting that Hittite orthographic

geminate stops are real phonological geminates. Specifically, it appears that
(9b) intervocalic geminates close a preceding syllable. Within the synchronic
grammar, this property is evident from the prosodic behavior of non-mid vow-
els, which in some cases surface as short under word stress before a gemi-
nate stop, including those that derive historically from single voiceless stops—
e.g., initial [á] in Hitt. ḫatta ‘pierces’, [ı]́ in kitta ‘lies’ (where -tt- < *t).14 This
behavior is significant, since Hittite does not permit lexical words with short
stressed vowels in open syllables, which thus undergo lengthening in this posi-
tion (Melchert 1994, 107, 131; cf. Yates 2017, 79–80), e.g., (10a–b). Short stressed
non-mid vowels in syllables closed by a consonant are permitted, however, e.g.,
(10c–d):15

13 On Hitt. wellu- see Kloekhorst (2008, 998) with references. For the pre-form of Hitt.
mimma- (and its cognate Gk. μίμνω ‘stand fast; remain’) see Jasanoff (2003, 128–131) (cf.
Sturtevant 1933, 133).

14 The former derives from PIE *h2ét-or, the latter from PIE *ké̑y-or with analogical intro-
duction of the productive 3sg.mid ending *--to(r) (cf. LIV2: 274, 320; Kloekhorst 2008,
330–331, 473–475). Kloekhorst (2014, 419–420; 2016, 215) attributes the short [ı]́ in kitta to
pre-Hittite shortening of *ı ̄ ́(< *éi) in closednon-final syllables,which is plausible; it should
be noted, however, that I reject Kloekhorst’s (2014, 256–307; 2016, 215–216) further claim
that Old Hittite [aː] in closed syllables shortened to [a] in Middle Hittite, as it rests on the
false premise that the relative incidence of plene spelling is linguistically significant (for
arguments against this view, see Kimball 2015 and Yates 2016).

15 For a detailed treatment of these examples see Yates (2017, 79–84). As discussed there,
Hittite also has non-mid vowels in closed syllables that do lengthen under stress and thus
contrast phonemically with those in (10c–d). For instance, the Hittite participle suffix
-ant- has such a lengthening vowel, seen (e.g.) in ptcpl.anim.nom.sg [a.táːnt͡s] ‘(having)
eaten’, spelled plene ⟨a-da-a-an[-za]⟩ (cf. (10c), only spelled non-plene ⟨a-t/da-an-zi⟩).
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(10) a. Hitt. /-ı/́ (loc.sg): iššī [i.sː-ı ́ː ] ‘in the mouth’
b. Hitt. /kıś-/ ‘become’: kīsari [kı ́ː .sa.ri] ‘becomes’ (3sg.npst.mid)
c. Hitt. /-ánts͡i/ (3pl.npst.act): adanzi [a.tán.t͡si] ‘they eat’
d. Hitt. /χars-/ ‘head’: ḫaršar ‘head’ [χár.sar] ‘head’ (n.nom/acc.sg)

In failing to undergo lengthening under stress, the pre-geminate root vowels
of ḫatta and kitta pattern with the non-mid vowels in closed syllables in (10c–
d) and against those in open syllables in (10a–b). These facts can be unified
under the assumption that Hittite orthographic geminates are phonological
geminates and thus close a preceding syllable just like a consonant cluster.
The last point (9c) concerns regressive obstruent voicing assimilation

(Melchert 1994, 17–18; cf. Kloekhorst 2016, 214–215), which is observed in the
majority of the ancient IE languages and standardly reconstructed for PIE (cf.
Mayrhofer 1986, 110). This process is stated in rule-based form in (11):16

(11) Regressive Voicing Assimilation:
[–sonorant] → [αvoice] / ___ [–sonorant, αvoice]
“Obstruents (incl. */s/) assimilate to the voicing quality of a following
obstruent.”

Hittite presents a mixed picture with respect to (11). On the one hand, there is
compelling evidence that this process was operative prehistorically; for
instance, the verbal root eku/aku- ‘drink’—discussed in 2.1 above—has an
invariant singleton stop in its basic inflectional paradigm(< *ɡwh), but its imper-
fective stem is akkuške- with a geminate root-final stop due to prehistoric
devoicing by the initial *s of the suffix *-skȇ- and then the regular application
of StvL—i.e., Hitt. akkuške- < PIE *[h1kw-sk̑é-] ← */h1eɡwh-sk̑é-/ (Čop 1955, 68,
Melchert 1994, 17; see additional examples in (16c–e) and further discussion in
5.1 below).
On the other hand, there are forms in which (11) does not apply and which

thus suggest that (9c) voicing assimilation is no longer synchronically opera-
tive (cf. Melchert 1994, 17–18). The non-application of (11) in Hittite can be seen
most clearly in verbal forms at stem boundaries before voiceless obstruent-
initial endings, such as 2sg.npst.act -(š)ši (/-si/) and 3sg.pst.act -(t)ta

16 At the PIE stage, (11) was part of a broader assimilatory process (formalized in (47) below)
that neutralized laryngeal feature contrasts ([±voice], [±spread glottis]) in obstruent clus-
ters (discussed further in 5.1 and n. 61 below); this process was simplified after the loss of
the historical distinction between breathy voiced and plain voiced stops in PA (Melchert
1994, 60).
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(/-tːa/).17 If it were the case that (i) Hittite had regressive voicing assimilation
and (ii) voice was contrastive in Hittite obstruents (per (8a) above), one would
expect to find that stem-final voiced obstruents are devoiced by these endings;
thus (e.g.) the Hittite root eku/aku- ‘drink’—discussed in 2.1 above—should
have 2sg.npst.act forms spelled x⟨e-ek-ku-uš-ši⟩ and 3sg.pst.act forms
spelled x⟨e-ek-ku-ut-ta⟩with orthographic geminate representing the devoiced
stop ([kw]). Since the observed forms are rather ⟨e-ku-uš-ši⟩ and ⟨e-ku-ut-ta⟩
with singleton stop,18 these premises cannot be correct. Yet if instead Hittite
obstruents were distinguished by length (per (8b) above), the absence of syn-
chronic voicing assimilation is predictable: ⟨e-ku-uš-ši⟩ and ⟨e-ku-ut-ta⟩ would
spell the same non-geminate [kw] that is attested throughout the verb’s inflec-
tional paradigm.19With respect to assimilation, then, (8b)makes better predic-
tions than (8a) and is to be preferred on these grounds.
In sum, the Hittite orthographic and phonological facts in (9) are better

explained if Hittite obstruents show a phonemic length contrast rather than
the voicing contrast traditionally assumed for PIE. This difference entails that a
real sound changehas takenplace—not just a change inphonetic implementa-
tion but one with non-trivial consequences for the phonological system, since
it affects at least (i) whether or not any intervocalic obstruents close a preced-
ing syllable; and (ii) whether or not voicing assimilation is operative. In the
next section I therefore pursue the hypothesis that StvL was a sound change
governing the development of Hittite geminate and non-geminate obstruents.

3 Sturtevant’s Law as a regular sound change

The preceding section laid the foundation for the hypothesis that StvL was
a real sound law whereby pre-Hittite voiceless and voiced obstruents devel-

17 Given that the 2sg.pst.act shows geminate spellings only in post-consonantal position,
I assume underlying /-si/ with synchronic gemination in this environment (for prehis-
toric geminationof *s in consonant clusters, seeMelchert 1994, 150–153).Thephonological
interpretation of the 3sg.pst.act ending is more problematic; I assume here that Hittite
has anallomorph /-tːa/withdevelopmentof a real “propvowel” vis-à-vis PIE */-t/ (cf. Eich-
ner 1975, 80, Melchert 1994, 175–176, i.a.), but see Yoshida (1991, 1993, 2001) for a different
view.

18 These spellings are attested beside ⟨e-uk-ši⟩ and ⟨e-uk-ta⟩; the ⟨uk⟩/⟨ku⟩ alternation spells
a labialized stop [kw] (Lindemann 1965; cf. Melchert 1994, 92).

19 Note, however, that invariant [kw] is not thehistorically expectedoutcome; under the anal-
ysis developed in sections 3–4below, [kw] is phonologically regular in all inflectional forms
except the 2sg.npst.act, where attested ⟨e-ku-uš-ši⟩ with [kw] has analogically replaced
expected x⟨e-ek-ku-uš-ši⟩ with [kwː] on the basis of the rest of the paradigm.
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oped regularly intoHittite geminate andnon-geminate obstruents respectively.
These developments are represented schematically in (12):

(12) Changes via Sturtevant’s Law

Pre-Hittite *[p] *[t] *[k, kw] *[χ, χw] *[b] *[d] *[ɡ, ɡw] *[ʁ, ʁw]
| | | | | | | | | | | |

Hittite [pː] [tː] [kː, kːw] [χː, χːw] [p] [t] [k, kw] [χ, χw]

This section treats the evidence for this proposal in more detail. I restrict
this treatment to Hittite stops in word-medial position, where it is generally
agreed that the contrast between geminates and non-geminates is robust and
the orthography typically allows this contrast to be realized. Word-initial and
word-final stops are not treated here because, except perhaps under special
conditions, the cuneiform writing system permits only singleton consonants
at word edges, and what little evidence is available suggests that already in
pre-Hittite voicing was non-contrastive in these environments (see further 5.2
below). Focusing, then, on word-medial obstruents, I discuss the positive evi-
dence for the developments in (12) in 3.1. I then present in 3.2 several Hittite
forms containing stops that unexpectedly fail to develop as in (12); two pro-
posed solutions to this problem are outlined and assessed, with special atten-
tion paid to Kloekhorst’s (2016) recent analysis and its implications for the
prehistory of the Hittite stop system.

3.1 Evidence for Sturtevant’s Law
As discussed in section 2, there is ample evidence that PIE voiceless and
voiced obstruents surface respectively as geminate and non-geminate obstru-
ents in Hittite, thus exhibiting the StvL developments laid out in (12). Some
evidence for these developments in intervocalic position was cited already in
(4–5) above; further support is provided by the Hittite forms below, where the
non-geminate reflexes of inherited voiced obstruents in (13) contrast with the
geminate reflexes of voiceless obstruents in (14):20

20 For the etymologies of (13a–c) and (14b–c) seeKloekhorst (2008, s.vv), and further on (14b)
Goedegebuure (2010), whose comparisonwith CLuw. zanta confirms derivation from PIE
*km̥̑t–. For the correct pre-form of (14a)—viz., without root-final laryngeal—seeMelchert
(2012, 175) (cf. LIV2: 684; contra Kloekhorst 2008, 369).
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(13) a. PIE *dhébh-u > Hitt. tēpu ‘little; few’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Ved. dabhrá-)

b. PIE *wód-r̥ > Hitt. wātar ‘water’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Gk. ὕδωρ, OE wæter, OCS voda)

c. PIE *yugóm ⟩ Hitt. yukan ‘yoke’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Ved. yugám, Lat. iugum)

(14) a. PIE *h2wóp-ei >> Hitt. ḫuwappi ‘throws’
3sg.npst.act (cf. Ved. vápati)

b. PIE *kḿ̥̑tō/a >(>) Hitt. katta ‘down; beside’
adv (cf. Gk. κατά/κάτω)

c. PIE *sók-̑r̥ > Hitt. šakkar ‘excrement’
n.nom/acc.sg (cf. Gk. σκῶρ, ON skarn, Russ. sor)

For non-intervocalic word-medial positions, the evidence for StvL is consider-
ably more limited. The dearth of evidence must be attributed at least in part
to orthographic practice: a pre- or post-consonantal geminate could be repre-
sented by an orthographic singleton, and in fact, it appears that this practice
was preferred in cases where a more “faithful” spelling of the geminate would
result in a less “faithful” representation of theword’s phonological shape on the
whole (e.g., by introducing an “empty” vowel).21 Nevertheless, there is evidence
that voiceless obstruents underwent gemination before sonorant consonants,
before *s, and after another obstruent—e.g., (15), (16), and (17) respectively
(phonetic transcription used for explicitness where surface forms may differ
from underlying forms):22

(15) PIE *pi-proh1y-n̥ti >> Hitt. ⟨pa-ri-ip-pa-ri-ya-an-zi⟩ ‘blow’
3pl.npst.act

21 Hittite forms that are attested with a pre- or post-consonantal geminate thus tend to be
attested with singleton spellings of the geminate stop as well—for instance, the stem of
(15) is spelled ⟨pa-ri-pa-ri-⟩; (17a) is spelled ⟨ḫar-ta-ga-aš⟩; and (17b) is spelled ⟨li-ik-ta⟩/⟨li-
ni-ik-ta⟩. Note also the spelling alternations in (19–20) below.

22 For the etymologies of (15), (16a–d), and (17), see Kloekhorst (2008, s.vv) (cf. LIV2: 286–287
on (16d); NIL: 343–345 on (17a)). On the phonology of (15) see in detail Yates and Zukoff
(2018, 212 n. 21). (16e) is the imperfective to lak–, onwhich see Jasanoff (2003, 151–152, pas-
sim).Thederivationof (17b) refers specifically to the allomorphof the 3sg.pst.act ending
with “prop vowel” (discussed in n. 17 above); since this allomorph occurs exclusively after
obstruents (incl. *s; cf. Melchert 1994, 179–180), it should reflect the phonologically reg-
ular development in this environment. (17c) was probably in origin an instrument noun
*‘drinking vessel’ to the root of Hitt. eku/aku- ‘drink’; this yielded pre-Hittite *akuttar, from
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(16) a. PIE *dékws-ye-ti > Hitt. ⟨te-ek-ku-uš-ši-ez-zi⟩ ‘shows’
3sg.npst.act

b. PIE *péh2s-h2er >(>) Hitt. ⟨pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ḫa⟩ ‘I protect’
1sg.npst.act

c. PIE *h2u[k-s]ké̑-si > Hitt. ⟨ḫu-uk-ki-iš-ki-ši⟩ ‘you conjure’
2sg.npst.act.ipfv (*/⁽ɡ̑⁾h-s/)

d. PIE *h2u[k-s]ké̑/ó-nti > Hitt. ⟨ḫu-uk-ki-iš-kán-zi⟩ ‘slaughter’
3pl.npst.act.ipfv (*/ɡ-s/)

e. Pre-Hitt. *la[k-s]ké > Hitt. ⟨la-ak-ki-š-k[i]⟩ ‘incline!’
2sg.imp.act.ipfv (*/ɡh-s/)

(17) a. PIE *h2r̥t́kȏ- > Hitt. ⟨ḫar-tág-ga-aš⟩ ‘bear’
anim.nom.sg
LÚ⟨ḫar-ta-ak-ki⟩ ‘bear-man’
anim.dat.sg

b. PIE *-t > (e.g.) Hitt. ⟨li-in-kat-ta⟩ ‘swore’
3sg.pst.act

c. PIE *h1[kw-t]ro- >> Hitt. ⟨a-ku-ut-tar-aš⟩ ‘(ritual functionary)’
anim.nom.sg (*/ɡwh-t/)

In order to ensure that the data in (15–17) illustrate the regular outcome of
StvL, these examples include only Hittite forms in which (i) the relevant
cluster is etymologically secure; (ii) the cluster existed as such in pre-Hittite
(i.e., just prior to StvL); and (iii) the geminate obstruent lacks any plausi-
ble inter- or intraparadigmatic analogical source. For pre-sonorant obstruents
especially, these restrictions impose fairly serious limitations on the usable evi-
dence.23 However, it is likely significant that—in contrast to the situation for
etymological voiceless stops in pre-stop contexts (see 4.1 and 5.3 below)—there
are numerous examples of synchronic geminate obstruent-sonorant clusters,
which canbe found, e.g., in (18) the 1pl of verbal paradigms; in (19) verbal stems
derived with the suffix –nu–; and in (20) isolated lexical items of unclear ety-
mology:

which the attested Hittite form then arose by hypostasis (‘one of the drinking-vessel’; see
Yakubovich 2006a on this pattern).

23 Many examples of obstruent-sonorant sequences in the ancient IE languages come from
suffixation of the thematic adjectival suffixes *-ro-, *-lo-, *-no- to a root. However, these
forms do not directly bear upon the regular development of pre-Hittite obstruent-sono-
rant clusters via StvL due to the earlier sound change PA *-C{r, l}o{s, m}# > pre-Hitt.
*-Ca{r, l}# (Melchert 1993; 1994, 87–88), which likely involves developments similar to the
Latin “ager-rule” (seeWeiss 2011, 123).
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(18) a. ⟨[a]p-pu-ú-e-ni⟩ ‘we take’
1pl.npst.act ([pː-w])

b. ⟨se-ek-ku-e-ni⟩, ⟨se-ek-ku-ú-e-ni⟩ ‘we know’
1pl.npst.act ([kː-w])

c. ⟨tar-aḫ-ḫu-u-e-ni⟩ ‘we overcome’
1pl.npst.act ([χːw-w])

(19) a. ⟨ḫa-aš-ši-ig-ga-nu-wa-an-zi⟩, ⟨ḫa-aš-ši-ik-nu-an-zi⟩
3pl.npst.act ‘satiate’ ([kː-n])

b. ⟨ti-it-ta-nu-an-zi⟩, ⟨ti-it-nu-an-zi⟩ ‘install’
3pl.npst.act ([tː-n])

c. ⟨la-ap-pa-nu-⟩, ⟨la-ap-nu-⟩ ‘kindle’ ([pː-n])

(20) a. ⟨wa-at-ta-ru⟩, ⟨wa-at-ru⟩ ‘well; source’
n.nom/acc.sg ([tːr])

b. ⟨ḫa-aḫ-ḫa-ri⟩, ⟨ḫa-aḫ-ri⟩ ‘lung’
n.nom/acc.sg ([χːr])

The absence of a synchronic restriction against geminate obstruent-sonorant
clusters is most easily explained if no such restriction existed diachronically
either; the Hittite forms in (18–20) thus indirectly support the historical devel-
opment directly observed in (15) above.
Finally, there is some evidence to suggest that voiceless fricatives under-

went lengthening before stops as part of StvL. Their development is diffi-
cult to assess because PIE *h2 and *h3 were regularly lost historically before
stops (with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel; see Melchert
1994, 67–69), but Hittite forms with -ḫ-t- clusters at morpheme boundaries like
idālawaḫti ‘you treat ill’ (2sg.npst.act) and katterraḫteni ‘you make inferior’
(2pl.npst.act) show that these fricativeswere analogically restored in certain
alternating paradigms, probably already in pre-Hittite, and thus should have
been present when StvL took place.
There is one lexical item that may shed light on the regular historical out-

come of these restored fricatives: Hitt. laḫ(ḫ)u- ‘pour’. As shown by Melchert
(2011), this verb derives from the PIE root *leh3w- (cf. Lat. lavō, Gk. λοέω ‘wash’)
and is thus predominantly attested with the non-geminate fricative -ḫu- that
is phonologically expected from a pre-Hittite voiced fricative */ʁw/ (< *h3w)—
e.g., 3sg/pl.npst.act laḫui/laḫuanzi (OS; see CHD L–N: 13–15). However, a
few forms with a geminate fricative -ḫḫu- are also found. Melchert (2011, 130)
observes that among the original “athematic” forms of this verb the gemi-
nate fricative occurs only in paradigm cells in which it preceded a voiceless
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obstruent-initial inflectional ending: before */s/ in 3sg.pst.act laḫḫuš; and
before */t/ in 2sg.npst.act ⟨la-aḫ-ḫu-ut-ti⟩ and 2pl.imp.act ⟨la-aḫ-ḫu-tén⟩.
He thus attributes these geminate fricatives to regular sound change, the result
of prehistoric devoicing of root-final */ʁw/ by the following obstruent and the
subsequent application of StvL as in (21):

(21) post-PA /*láʁw-ten/ → *[láχwten] > Hitt. laḫḫuten [láːχwːtːen] ‘pour!’
2pl.imp.act

The assumption that contrastively voiceless fricatives underwent gemination
in pre-stop position as part of StvL therefore accounts neatly for the distri-
bution of -ḫḫu- in the inherited paradigmatic forms of laḫ(ḫ)u- ‘pour’. This
development also expands the basis for the later analogical spread of this gem-
inate, which is attested three times in innovative “thematic” forms of the verb
(2× 3sg.npst.act laḫḫuwai; 2pl.imp.act lāḫḫuwaten).24
The collective weight of the examples discussed above has led the major-

ity of scholars to accept that Hittite word-medial obstruents were governed
by StvL—at minimum, as a regular relationship between singleton/geminate
spellings of these obstruents and their voicing specification ([±voice]) in PIE
as traditionally reconstructed (cf. 2.1 above). Most of the controversy thus sur-
rounds a relatively small set of apparent counter-examples and how these
should be explained.
This set includes, on the one hand, a prominent group of ablauting radi-

cal ḫi-verbs that show an alternation between root-final singleton and gemi-
nate obstruents in their strong and weak stem forms, e.g., aki ‘dies’ vs. akkanzi
‘they die’, ištapi ‘stops up’ vs. ištappanzi ‘they stop up’. Whether these should
be explained by phonology or analogy is disputed: Kloekhorst (2008, 65, 98;
2014, 553–559) argues that this pattern is the result of PA lenition triggered by
the preceding *ó, whereasMelchert (2012) contends it spread interparadigmat-
ically from *h2-final roots where lenition was phonologically regular. Which

24 An analogical account of -ḫḫu- in laḫḫutti and laḫḫuten is unlikely. Had gemination of the
root-final fricative been blocked before stops, -ḫḫu- would have been regular only in 1sg
and 3sg.pst.act verb forms, which seem like a limited basis for its intraparadigmatic
spread. It also encounters chronological problems. The analogical spread of the gemi-
nate is most likely a NH phenomenon since it is not attested prior to NS texts, yet these
“athematic” verb forms can hardly have been remade by NH speakers, who would have
substituted productive “thematic” forms (like lāḫḫuwaten). However, positing an early
spread is also problematic, since it is then difficult to explain why the forms of the verb
attested in OS or MS texts never show an analogical geminate.
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of these accounts is correct is not a matter of primary concern here (but see
n. 30 below), since in either case these apparent exceptions to StvL can be
explained.
On the other hand, this set includes a smaller group of forms containing

PIE voiceless stops which surface in Hittite spelled consistently singleton and
which cannot be attributed to lenition or to analogy. These forms are treated in
3.2 below.

3.2 Counter-evidence to Sturtevant’s Law?
Melchert (1994, 61) and Kloekhorst (2016, 214–215) have identified several Hit-
tite forms that are problematic for StvL as understood in (12). These Hittite
words and their PIE pre-forms are given in (22) below.25 In each case, the rele-
vant segment is a PIE labiovelar stop immediately preceding */t/, a context in
which it would have surfaced as voiceless *[kw] in PIE regardless of its underly-
ing [voice] specification because of the regressive voicing assimilation process
in (11) above;26 these voiceless labiovelar stops are expected to develop intoHit-
tite geminates via StvL (i.e., Hitt. x-kku- [kwː]), but are attested in Hittite only
with singleton spelling, which suggests that this development did not occur:

(22) a. PIE *né[kw-t]-s > Hitt. nekuz (meḫur) ‘(time) of evening’
gen.sg (*/ɡw-t/)

b. PIE *h1é[kw-t] > Hitt. ekutta ‘drank’
3sg.pst.act (*/ɡwh-t/)

c. PIE *h1é[kw-t]u > Hitt. ekuddu ‘let him/her drink!’ (*/ɡwh-t/)
d. PIE *s(o)[kwt]h2-ṓi > Hitt. šakuttai / šakutāe ‘thighs’
n.nom/acc.pl

25 On (22a) see NIL: 505–513 with references and the discussion in 3.2.2 below. I follow
Kloekhorst (2008, 236–237) (contra LIV2, 231) in reconstructing a root formation for (22b)
and (22c); this does not preclude a parallel “Narten formation” reflected in Tocharian and
perhaps Latin (per Kim 2000), but such a formation would not directly yield the attested
Hittite forms. For (22d), I propose a PIE pre-form with *oi-stem inflection (building on
Normier apud Kühne 1986, 103 n. 61; cf. Melchert 1994, 61, Kloekhorst 2008, 703–704). This
form is directly continued in Hittite and indirectly in Ved. sákthi- ‘thigh’, which shows
analogical generalization of the weak stem preconsonantal allomorph; for the pattern,
compare Hitt. ḫaštai- ‘bone’ vs. Ved. ásthi ‘id.’.

26 With respect to (22b), it should be noted that even if PIE did have a process of word-
final obstruent voicing (see n. 68 below), it is likely that only post-vocalic obstruents were
affected (as pointed out by Yoshida 2002, 168); devoicing of the preceding labiovelar is
thus expected as in the other examples in (22).
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Of the examples in (22), themost important is (22a). It could be the case that
the singleton stop in (22b) and (22c) has been restored by intraparadigmatic
analogy, since the root-final stop did not undergo devoicing in the majority of
paradigm cells (e.g., PIE *[h1éɡwh-mi] > Hitt. ekumi). Similarly, it is conceiv-
able that the absence of geminate spellings for (22d) is an accidental gap (cf.
Kloekhorst 2008, 704), since theword is attested just four times (seeCHD Š: 80–
81). However, the same cannot be the case for (22a), where there is no plausible
basis for analogy,27 andwhich occursmore than thirty times with the singleton
stop spellings in (23a) but never geminate spellings like (23b) (see CHD L–N:
434–435):

(23) a. ⟨ne-ku-uz⟩, ⟨ne-ku-za⟩, ⟨ne-ku-uz-za⟩
b. x⟨ne-ek-ku-uz⟩, x⟨ne-ek-ku-za⟩, x⟨ne-ek-ku-uz-za⟩

Given the unambiguous evidence in (23), it is attractive to seek a unified expla-
nation for the consistently non-geminate spellings in all of the forms in (22).
Two such explanations have been proposed, and will be discussed in turn in
3.2.1 and 3.2.2 below.

3.2.1 Unexpected Hittite -ku- for -kku- per Melchert 1994
To account for apparent counter-examples to StvL like (22),Melchert (1994, 61)
posits that in all word-medial positions PIE *kw underwent voicing to PA *ɡw.
Yet while the resulting voiced stop would then correctly yield the attested Hit-
tite non-geminate stop -ku- ([kw]) in all of these forms, Melchert’s hypothesis
encounters several issues. The first is a lack of phonetic motivation—in par-
ticular, in the environment relevant to (22) (cf. Melchert 1994, 17–18). Even if it
were the case that the voicing assimilation rule in (11) had ceased to be opera-
tive, the emergence of voicing before a voiceless stop is phonetically unnatural,
as it is precisely in this position that stop voicing is hard to produce and hard
to perceive (see further 4.2 below).
Furthermore, there are counter-examples to the change proposed by

Melchert (cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 69–70, 602). The clearest of these is the PIE
enclitic particle *=kwe, which is directly continued in Hitt. =kku and contained

27 Hittite also attests a verb neku- ‘get dark; become evening’ derived from the same root (<
PIE *neɡw–; cf. LIV2: 449; but see n. 32 below). For pragmatic reasons, however, the verb
occurs in Hittite (and presumably, in PIE/PA) only in the 3sg (npst.act nekuzzi; mid
nekutta), where */t/-initial inflectional endings would have devoiced the root-final stop;
it therefore cannot provide an analogical source for the Hittite non-geminate (< voiced)
stop (cf. Melchert 1994, 18).
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in the modal complementizer takku ‘if ’ (< *tó-kwe) and in the negative rhetor-
ical question marker nekku (< *né-kwe).28 The Hittite geminate stop in these
forms points to a pre-Hittite voiceless stop, which is inconsistent with the
hypothesis that word-medial PIE *kw became *ɡw in PA.
Finally, to these issues may be added the dwindling empirical support for

PIE *kw > PA *ɡw in other phonological environments. Eichner (2018) has
recently suggested that Hitt. šākuwa- ‘eye’ derives from *sh3ṓkw-o- (thus mod-
ifying Eichner 1973, 82 (cf. Rieken 1999, 59–60) with the generalized *ō-grade
seen in Gk. ὤψ, ὠπός ‘id.’),29 in which case stop voicing can be attributed to
regular PA lenition processes (cf. 2.1 above).30 If this attractive proposal is
adopted, the only remaining evidence adduced by Melchert (1994, 61) for the
change is Hitt tarwiške- ‘dance’, the imperfective to tarku- ‘id.’ (< PIE *terkw-; cf.
Kloekhorst 2008, 842–844), with unexpected deocclusion of the labiovelar stop
with respect to its base form; while a full treatment of this problem is beyond
the scope of this paper, tarwiške- alone is in any case a very limited basis on
which to reconstruct a general word-medial change PIE *kw > PA *ɡw.31
In view of these problems, the voicing process hypothesized by Melchert

does not provide a satisfactory explanation of the non-geminate stop in Hitt.
nekuz and the other examples in (22). The alternative solution proposed by
Kloekhorst (2016) is accordingly treated in 3.2.2 below.

28 For the etymologies, see Kloekhorst (2008, 438–434, 601–602, 816) (cf. Puhvel 1997, 203–
205). On the functions of takku and nekku, see Hoffner and Melchert (2008, 345–346,
419–423); on their phonology, I follow Garrett apudMelchert (1994, 184) in assuming that
post-tonic word-final */e/ was first reduced to *[ə] and then rounded to [u] by the preced-
ing *[kw], which was thus intervocalic when StvL took place in pre-Hittite and remains
so in Hittite (contra Kloekhorst 2008, 24–25, 615; 2016, 221).

29 Derivation of Hittite šākuwa- froman *s-initial pre-form such as *sókw-o– (Čop 1955, 69; cf.
Melchert 1994, 61, Kloekhorst 2008, 704–706) or its “vr̥ddhi-derivative” *sṓkw-o– (Michael
Weiss, p.c.) fails to account for its Anatolian cognates CLuw. tāwa/i- ‘eye’ and Lyc. tewe-
‘id.’. How exactly such Hittite š ~ Luw./Lyc. t correspondences are to be explained is dif-
ficult and much disputed (see Oettinger 2009, Byrd 2012, and most recently Cohen and
Hyllested 2018 on the problem), but one thing that is clear is that none of these correspon-
dence sets can be traced back to a PIE etymon with an invariant prevocalic word-initial
*s- in its inflectional paradigm.

30 A further implication of Eichner’s (2018) proposal is that it eliminates the last of the com-
pelling evidence outside of ablauting ḫi-verb paradigms presented by Kloekhorst (2008,
65, 98; 2014, 553–559) for lenition of preceding voiceless stops by PA *ó (cf. 3.1 above). In
view of clear counter-evidence to lenition in this environment—e.g., (5a), (14a), and (14c)
above—it is much more likely that the singleton : geminate stop alternation in ablauting
ḫi-verbs like aki ‘dies’: akkanzi ‘they die’ is due to interparadigmatic analogy, as argued by
Melchert (2012).

31 See Kloekhorst (2008, 842–844) for a possible alternative solution.
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3.2.2 Unexpected Hittite -ku- for -kku- per Kloekhorst 2016
Kloekhorst’s (2016) solution shares with Melchert’s (1994, 61) the assumption
that the problematic Hittite words in (22) reflect what is—viewed in tradi-
tional terms—a prehistoric unassimilated cluster *[-ɡw(h)t-] in which Hittite
-ku- ([kw]) continues the cluster-initial voiced stop. However, Kloekhorst’s pro-
posal differs significantly in that he assumes this cluster is not a PA innovation
but instead a conservative feature; in his view, the regressive voicing assim-
ilation process in (11) did not apply in PIE (as in Hittite), but was rather an
innovation of Proto-Nuclear-Indo-European (PNIE), the common ancestor of
the non-Anatolian Indo-European languages (contra Mayrhofer 1986, 110 et al.;
but cf. Eichner 2015, 13–14).
This hypothesis offers a possible account of examples like (22a) and (22b)

above in which an underlying root-final voiced stop can be securely inferred
on comparative and/or language-internal grounds. The prehistory of Hitt. eku/
aku- ‘drink’—and the comparative evidence for root-final */ɡwh/ (< PIE
*h1eɡwh-)—wasdiscussed already in 2.1 above. Similarly, the PIEword for ‘night’
is standardly analyzed as a *t-stem formed from the root *neɡw- ‘get dark’ (cf.
NIL: 505–513).32 In a phonological system that lacks voicing assimilation, one
would therefore expect derivations like (24), where the underlying voicing of
the root-final stop is preserved before voiceless */t/; these outputs would then
correctly yield the attested Hittite forms with singleton stop:

(24) a. PIE */néɡw-t-s/ → *[néɡwts] > Hitt. nekuz
b. PIE */h1eɡwh-t/ → *[h1éɡw(h)t] > Hitt. ekutta
c. PIE */h1eɡwh-tu/ → *[h1éɡw(h)tu] > Hitt. ekuddu

To extend this account to Hitt. sakuttai- in (22d) it would be necessary to stip-
ulate an underlying voiced stop PIE */ɡw(h)/ for which there is no independent
evidence, but this analytic move would arguably be justified on the strength of
examples like (24).
For Kloekhorst (2016), however, the derivations in (24) have still broader

ramifications for the reconstruction of PIE phonology. In his view, the non-
operation of obstruent voicing assimilation in a language in which obstruents

32 The root-final *ɡwh reconstructed for this root by Kloekhorst (2008, 602) cannot be main-
tained in view of the Indo-Iranian evidence, which shows no traces of Bartholomae’s Law
(e.g., Ved. aktós ‘at night’ < PIE */n̥ɡw-téw-s/; cf. Schindler 1967, 291 n. 1, i.a.). If the analy-
sis developed in section 4 is correct, all of the Hittite evidence for this root is compatible
with */ɡw/ or */kw/; arguments for reconstructing the former must therefore come from
the other IE languages (see NIL, 505–507 n. 1 for discussion).
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contrast for [voice] is “extremely unlikely;” he therefore takes these derivations
as evidence that PIE—like Hittite itself (cf. 2.2 above)—did not have con-
trastive [voice] in obstruents.33 He thus rejects the traditional reconstruction
of the PIE stop system in (25a) with an opposition between voiceless, voiced,
and breathy voiced stops in favor of a much more Hittite-like system in (25b),
where the corresponding stops are voiceless geminates, voiceless “preglottal-
ized,” and plain voiceless (cf. Jäntti 2017):34

(25) a. Traditional PIE stop system:

[–voice] [+voice] [+voice, +s.g.]

labial */p/ */b/ */bh/
coronal */t/ */d/ */dh/
dorsal */k̑ k kw/ */ɡ̑ ɡ ɡw/ */ɡ̑h ɡh ɡwh/

b. PIE stop system per Kloekhorst 2016:

[+long] [–long, +“pgl”] [–long]

labial */pː/ */ʔp/ */p/
coronal */tː/ */ʔt/ */t/
dorsal */k̑ː kː kwː/ */ʔk̑ ʔk ʔkw/ */k̑ k kw/

This radical revisionof thePIE stop system—first proposedbyKortlandt (2010)
(cf. Beekes and de Vaan 2011, 119–136)—would have significant consequences
for how StvL is understood. Under this view, StvL never took place: the
PIE system was maintained into PA and preserved essentially intact in Hit-

33 This argumentation itself is highly questionable (cf. Simon 2017). Gordon (2016, 128) finds
that just fourteen languages out of a genetically and geographically diversified 100 lan-
guage sample have voicing assimilation processes. Several specific languages with con-
trastive obstruent voicing but without voicing assimilation (Kannada, Tulu, Berber) are
also noted by Wetzels and Mascaró (2001) in their discussion of the typology of voicing
assimilation and related processes.

34 The term “preglottalized” (“pgl”) is problematic, as its usage is highly variable (see
Clements and Osu 2002); Kloekhorst (2016) offers no explicit definition of the term, but it
appears that in his view the essential property of these stops, detectable in Anatolian and
elsewhere, is that they tend to cause lengthening of a preceding vowel (e.g., Winter’s Law
in Balto-Slavic; Lachmann’s Law in Latin).
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tite.35 Instead, it is PNIE that has innovated, having developed the familiar
system in (25a) with contrastive voice—and along with it, regressive voicing
assimilation—by a set of leniting changes that amount to a kind of “reverse
Sturtevant’s Law:” geminate stops underwent degemination; non-geminate
stops became voiced (for the precise details of this proposal, see Kloekhorst
2016; cf. Jäntti 2017).
In what follows, however, I will argue that the Hittite forms in (22) taken

by Kloekhorst as support for his proposal are in fact better explained under
the traditional reconstruction of the PIE stop system. In the next section (4),
an alternative account of these seemingly problematic forms is developed. I
present evidence showing that Hittite -ku- ([kw]) rather than -kku- ([kwː]) is
the regular outcome of the first voiceless stop in a prehistoric cluster *[kwt],
thus obviating the need to reconstruct an unassimilated cluster *[-ɡw(h)t-] as
per Kloekhorst 2016 (or Melchert 1994; cf. 3.2.1 above).

4 Restricting Sturtevant’s Law

This section explores the possibility that StvL was not—as previously
assumed—a context-free (i.e., across-the-board) phenomenon, applying to all
stops thatwerephonetically voiceless/voiced at the timeof its operation.While
viewing StvL as a regular sound change of course opens up this possibility
(cf. 2.2 above), it apparently has not been considered in previous treatments
of StvL. For instance, the assumption that Hittite word-medial non-geminate
obstruents must continue pre-Hittite voiced obstruents is clearly implicit in
Melchert’s (1994) attempt to explain forms like nekuz in (22) via PA word-
medial voicing of *kw (cf. 3.2.1 above). I begin from the opposite assump-
tion here—viz., that StvL was a conditioned change. The major hypothesis
advanced in this section is that the apparent exceptions to StvL in (22) are in
fact phonologically regular once the domain of StvL is properly constrained.
The specific restriction on StvL relevant to these forms is introduced in 4.1,
along with new empirical evidence in support of the proposed conditioning
environment.

35 See Kloekhorst (2016) for the full proposal; note, however, that in 5.2 below I explicitly
reject a number of his individual claims (see esp. nn. 69–70) and more broadly argue
against his reconstruction of the PIE stop system.
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4.1 The phonological domain of Sturtevant’s Law
In viewof the problematic forms in (22), I propose that, when immediately pre-
ceding another stop, the regular outcome of a pre-Hittite word-medial voice-
less stop via StvL was a Hittite non-geminate stop. Under this view (formal-
ized phonologically in 4.3 below), voiceless stops before stops did not undergo
the historical lengthening process that affected other word-medial voiceless
obstruents as part of StvL; their reflexes were thus identical to those of voiced
stops before stops. The proposed developments are represented schematically
in (26),where the dotted lines represent the historical changes before stops and
the solid lines the changes elsewhere (cf. (12) above):

(26) Changes via restricted Sturtevant’s Law

Pre-Hittite *[p] *[t] *[k, kw] *[χ, χw] *[b] *[d] *[ɡ, ɡw] *[ʁ, ʁw]

Hittite [pː] [tː] [kː, kːw] [χː, χːw] [p] [t] [k, kw] [χ, χw]

Imposing this restriction on the domain of StvL straightforwardly accounts for
all of the problematic examples in (22), repeated in (27) below:

(27) a. PIE *né[kw-t]-s > Hitt. nekuz (meḫur) ‘(time) of evening’
gen.sg (*/ɡw-t/)

b. PIE *h1é[kw-t] > Hitt. ekutta ‘drank’
3sg.pst.act (*/ɡwh-t/)

c. PIE *s(o)[kwt]h2-ṓi > Hitt. šakuttai / šakutāe ‘thighs’
n.nom/acc.pl

In each case, this approach derives the Hittite form with non-geminate stop
from its traditionally reconstructed PIE surface form with a voiceless stop-
stop cluster that is expected in a language with regressive voicing assimilation.
Note that this is especially advantageous for (27c), where there is comparative
support (from Ved. sákthi- ‘thigh’) only for reconstructing a *[kwt] cluster in
which the labiovelar stop is morpheme-internal; there is therefore no inde-
pendent motivation (e.g., from alternations) for assuming that this stop was
underlyingly voiced, as would be necessary under Kloekhorst’s (2016) analysis
to explain its non-geminate outcome (cf. 3.2.2 above).
More generally, this approachmakes a strong empirical prediction about the

orthographic representation of etymological voiceless stop-stop clusters into
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Hittite—namely, that the cluster-initial stop should never be spelled geminate.
This prediction is borne out not only by the data in (27) but also by the histori-
cal *[-tk(w)-] clusters in (28); these clusters havenot previously been considered
in this context, but in fact show consistent singleton spellings of the cluster-
initial *[t], never geminate spellings like (29) which might be expected under
the more traditional interpretation of StvL:36

(28) a. PIE *(we/o)-tkw- > Hitt. ⟨wa-at-ku-zi⟩, ⟨wa-at-ku-ut-ta⟩ ‘leaps/leapt’
3sg.npst/pst.act

b. PIE *h2r̥t́kȏ- > Hitt. ⟨ḫar-tág-ga-aš⟩, LÚ⟨ḫar-ta-ak-ki⟩ ‘bear(-man)’
(= (17a) above)

(29) a. x⟨wa-at-tu-uk-zi⟩, x⟨wa-at-tu-uk-ta⟩
b. x⟨ḫar-at-tág-ga-aš⟩, x⟨ḫar-at-ta-ak-ki⟩

It might be argued that the absence of geminate -tt- ([tː]) spellings like (29) for
the relatively well-attested words in (28) is due to some kind of orthographic
constraint against spelling adjacent geminates. However, the spelling in (30a)
below shows that it is orthographically possible in Hittite to express the gemi-
nate quality of a consonant before another consonant, and (30b) that this is
the case even in a triconsonantal cluster and even when the following con-
sonant is also a geminate. The spelling in (30c) demonstrates that an empty
vowel can be used after a CVC sign to facilitate geminate spelling of a following
consonant, as would be the case in (29b). Finally, (30d) provides a nearly exact
orthographic parallel for theunattested spelling in (29a): a geminate consonant
([rː]) is spelled geminate before a labialized obstruent ([χwː]), an environment
in which it is relatively easy to represent faithfully due to the possibility of
spelling the labialized consonant ⟨uC⟩.37

36 For the etymology in (28a), see LIV2, 620–621 with references (cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 989–
990); its phonology is discussed further below.

37 See Kloekhorst (2008, 838–839) for attestations of the verb and its derivation from PIE
*terh2-u–. The geminate quality of [rː] in (30d) is supported by numerous spellings,
although no satisfactory explanation has been previously proposed (< *r). Craig Melchert
(p.c.) suggests the following stepwise historical scenario: (i) the regular outcome of PIE
*térh2-u-ti/*tr̥h2-w-énti would have been Hittite x[tárːuts͡i]/[tarχwːánts͡i], with PA assim-
ilation *VRHV > *VRRV (Melchert 1994, 79–81) bleeding fusion of *h2 with *w (cf. n.
4 above); (ii) the *[rː] in the strong stem was analogically leveled into the weak stem;
(iii) the weak stem was generalized throughout the paradigm prior to the operation of
StvL.
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(30) a. ⟨ša-ak-ka4-aḫ-ḫi⟩ ‘I know’
1sg.npst.act ([kːχː])

b. ⟨pa-aḫ-ḫa-aš-ša-nu-ut⟩ ‘protect!’
2sg.imp.act ([χːsːn])

c. ⟨kar-aš-ša-an-du⟩ ‘let them cut!’
3pl.imp.act ([rsː])

d. ⟨tar-ru-uḫ-zi⟩, ⟨tar-ru-uḫ-ḫa-an-zi⟩ ‘conquer/s’
3sg/pl.npst.act ([rːχwː])

The spellings in (30) thus argue strongly that the consistent singleton -t- in the
examples in (28) should be taken seriously—i.e., as the orthographic represen-
tation of Hittite [t]. This result is significant, in part because these examples
provide a testing ground for comparing the hypothesis developed in this sec-
tion with that of Kloekhorst (2016).
In order to explain the non-geminate [t] in these forms, Kloekhorst would

need to posit original (breathy) voiced stops in these items, which were then
subject to voicing assimilation in the NIE languages. For PIE ‘bear’ in (28b)—
as was the case for ‘thigh’ in (27c) above—there is no independent motivation
for this assumption, since the relevant stop occurs only morpheme-internally
(i.e., within the nominal root *h2r̥t́kȏ-), and its only unambiguous NIE reflexes
are voiceless (e.g., Gk. ἄρκτος). Even more problematic for Kloekhorst, how-
ever, is (28a). A connection between Hitt. watku- ‘leap’ and the Sanskrit root
tak- (in, e.g., inf Ved. tákave ‘for rushing; to charge’) has been accepted at least
since Čop (1955, 69) (cf. Kloekhorst 2008, 989–990). This connection requires
reconstructing PIE *tekw- with a root-initial voiceless stop */t/;38 it is there-
fore impossible to extend to Hitt. watku- the type of explanation proposed
by Kloekhorst (2016) for nekuz and ekutta. In contrast, both of the exam-
ples in (28) are consistent with the restricted formulation of StvL proposed
above: the relevant stop *t occurs immediately before another stop (*kw, *k)̑
and so is predicted to develop into the non-geminate stop that is found in
Hittite. Yet is it possible that there is other counter-evidence to this hypoth-
esis?
The only potential counter-examples (to my knowledge) to StvL in its re-

stricted form are verbal forms like those in (31)—i.e., Hittite geminate stops
that reflect PIE root-final voiceless stops at an inflectional boundary:

38 Other derivatives of this PIE root include OIr. teichid ‘flee’, Lith. tekù ‘flee; run’, and OCS
tekǫ ‘id.’ (see LIV2: 620–621).
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(31) a. Hitt. ⟨ap-pa-at-ta-at⟩ ‘(s)he was taken’
3sg.pst.mid (< PIE *h1ep-)

b. Hitt. ⟨su-up-pa-at-ta⟩ ‘sleeps’ (< PIE *swep-)
c. Hitt. ⟨lu-uk-kat-ta⟩ ‘dawns; gets light’ (< PIE *leuk-)

It is uncertain, however, how the forms in (31) should be interpreted phono-
logically. The primary issue is whether they contain a real geminate-geminate
stop cluster or else a sequence of geminate stops separated by a real a-vowel—
i.e., [pː-tː] or [pː-atː] in (31a–b), [kː-tː] or [kː-atː] in (31c). Both interpretations
are morphologically viable, since Hittite has both -tta(t) and “renewed” -atta
as allomorphs of the 3sg.mid ending.39 If the latter is correct, the forms in
(31) are unproblematic: the root-final geminate stop is prevocalic and thus the
expected outcome of a prehistoric voiceless stop via StvL.
Yet if instead it is the case that the geminate clusters are real, an alterna-

tive explanation is available—namely, that the historically unexpected gemi-
nate is the result of intra- or interparadigmatic leveling. Each of Hittite verbal
roots in (31) is attested in other morphological contexts in which the inher-
ited root-final voiceless stop would have been subject to gemination via StvL,
e.g.: 3pl.npst.mid Hitt. appantati ‘were taken’ (< (virtual) PIE *h1p-ń̥to);40
3sg.npst.midHitt. šuppari ‘sleeps’ (< PIE *sup-ór); 3sg.pst.actHitt. lukkešta
‘became light’ (< PIE *l(e)uk-éh1s-t). The fact that these historically unexpected
geminates occur at a transparent, productivemorpheme boundarymakes such
an analogical development relatively trivial. In this respect, moreover, they dif-
fer from the putatively aberrant non-geminate stops in (27c) and (28a–b): the
relevant stop in sakuttai–, watku–, and ḫartagga- is morpheme-internal and
thus confined to this pre-stop context.41 Because these non-geminate stops do
not occur in any other environment, no such analogical explanation is viable;
rather, they must be the phonologically regular historical outcome of voiceless
stops before another stop.
Of these two possibilities for the forms in (31), I view the “sequential” inter-

pretations [pː-atː] and [kː-atː] as likelier. For (31c), there is independent sup-

39 The prehistory of Hitt. -tta (< PIE *–to(r)) and its tendency to be “renewed” by -atta was
first discussed by Watkins (1969, 69, 85–87) (cf. Oettinger 1979, 274–275). Yoshida (2016)
argues that -atta is confined to verbal stems in which the first a-vowel should be analyzed
synchronically as part of the verbal stem (and thus favors the cluster interpretation of the
forms in (31); op. cit. 508–510). Against this view, however, see Melchert (to appear).

40 Gemination via StvL would also have been regular in themajority of the active paradigm
of Hitt. epp/app–, e.g., 3sg.pst eppun < PIE *h1ép-m̥, 3pl.npst appanzi < PIE *h1p-énti.

41 The same reasoning applies also to nekuz in (27a) because the relevant stop—although
root-final—occurs only in pre-stop contexts (cf. n. 27 above).
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port for this view: as discussed by Vijūnas (2009, 191–198), the NH reanalysis of
the verbal form lukkatta ‘dawns’ as an adverb (in -a) meaning ‘at dawn; in the
morning’ formed from a nominal stem lukk-att- is plausible only if the verbal
ending had the same phonological shape as the nominal suffix -att- plus the
adverbial marker -a (i.e., [-atːa]).42 This analysis raises the possibility that pre-
stop geminate stops are categorically absent in Hittite as a result of the failure
of historical voiceless stops to lengthen in this environment. This possibility
is interesting, especially, for morphemes containing historical voiceless stops
that would have undergone gemination in some morphological contexts but
not in others—how were such inherited alternations treated synchronically
by Hittite speakers? I suggest in 5.3 below that Hittite had a synchronic ana-
logue of StvL—namely, a process whereby underlying geminate stops degem-
inate before stops (and affricates, due to the later pre-Hittite affrication of
3sg.npst.act *-ti > -zi). It should be emphasized, however, that the historical
account of StvL advanced here does not depend on which of the two analyses
of the forms in (31) outlined above is correct.
In sum, then, there is no compelling evidence that pre-Hittite voiceless

stops developedhistorically intoHittite geminate stopswhen immediately pre-
ceding another stop. Rather, all available evidence is consistent with the pro-
posed refinement of StvL: inherited voiceless stops underwent gemination in
most word-medial environments, but when followed by another stop did not
undergo this change. Yet while this conditioning environment is easily stated
in phonological terms (see 4.3 below), its phonetic motivation remains to be
addressed. This issue is treated in the next section.

4.2 Motivating the domain of Sturtevant’s Law
Having adduced empirical evidence for a restricted form of StvL in the pre-
ceding section, I turn now to its phonological and phonetic underpinnings.
Two interrelated questions are of primary interest—on the one hand, why pre-
Hittite word-medial voiceless stops developed into Hittite geminate stops, and
on the other, why the first stop in voiceless stop-stop clusters did not undergo
the same development. I argue below that the differing developments of stops
in these environments are phonetically motivated, a function of the relative
availability of perceptual cues to consonant duration in each position.

42 The existence of a nominal stem lukk-att- is confirmed by the NH creation of dat/loc.sg
lukkatti ‘id.’ On the noun-forming suffix -att- see Hoffner and Melchert (2008, 57). Other
temporal adverbs in -a include apiya ‘then’ and [appaš]iwatta ‘in the future’ (on the latter,
see Rieken 1999, 103).
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4.2.1 The perceptual basis of Sturtevant’s Law
The starting point for this analysis is the fact—known already to Sturtevant
(1932, 12) and his contemporaries (see especially Einarsson 1932)—that, typo-
logically, voiceless stops strongly tend to be phonetically longer than voiced
stops (see, e.g., Denes 1955; Lisker 1957, 1978; Byrd 1993 and references therein).
That is to say, in many languages in which stops contrast phonemically for
[voice], there aremultiple acoustic (or auditory) features associatedwith voice-
less stops that listeners rely on to distinguish them from voiced stops;43 impor-
tant among these acoustic features—referred to as perceptual “cues” byWright
(2004, 34)44—is the increased closure duration of voiceless stops vis-à-vis
voiced stops, which is also cross-linguistically themost consistent and depend-
able acoustic cue for stop consonant length (see, e.g., Lahiri and Hankamer
1988;Ham2001; Ridouane 2003, 26–33; 2007 and references therein).This prop-
erty has plausibly been taken as a phonetic basis for a type of phonological
change whereby a historical phonemic [voice] contrast was reanalyzed as a
[long] contrast (Blevins 2004, 175–177), and more specifically, as the basis for
StvL (Melchert 1994, 18, Kümmel 2007, 176). Under this view, StvL is a type of
“transphonologization” (Hagège andHaudricourt 1978; cf. Hyman 1976, 2013): a
phonological contrast is transferred from one of multiple phonetic cues asso-
ciated with this contrast to another of these cues; the original cue is often then
“dephonologized” (as in the case of Hittite [voice]; cf. 2.2 above). I maintain
here that this view is essentially correct—against the objections of Kloekhorst
(2016) and Jäntti (2017) (discussed further in 5.2 below)—and, moreover, gains
further support from its capacity to provide a principled explanation for the
exceptional behavior of pre-stop voiceless stops.
One important insight that has emerged from the work of Steriade (1994,

1997), Flemming (1995/2002, 2004), and others is that the availability and
robustness of acoustic cues in different contexts plays a significant role in shap-
ing phonological typology.45 In particular, there is a strong cross-linguistic ten-
dency for phonological contrasts to be neutralized in contexts in which acous-
tic cues to their presence are weak or absent. Such synchronic neutralization
processes havenaturally been analyzed asmanifestations of a dispreference for

43 For instance, Lisker (1986) reports 16 different acoustic correlates of the voiceless/voiced
opposition for intervocalic stops in American English. For a recent overview of acoustic
cues to stop voicing contrasts, see Raphael (2005, 189–193).

44 Specifically, Wright (2004, 36) defines a “cue” as “information in the acoustic signal that
allows the listener to apprehend the existence of a phonological contrast.”

45 See also Zukoff (2017, 219–300) on the importance of acoustic cues in licensing the differ-
ent reduplicative patterns observed in the ancient IE languages.
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contrasts that are poorly cued and, as a result, difficult to perceive. Relatedly—
but from a diachronic perspective—Ohala (1981, 1993a,b), Blevins (2004), and
others (especially scholars working in the framework of Evolutionary Phonol-
ogy) have demonstrated that many sound changes are perceptually motivated,
occurring in contexts in which the acoustic signal is ambiguous or easily mis-
perceived.
These findings provide the groundwork for the hypothesis pursued here. I

propose that the reanalysis of pre-Hittite voiceless stops as Hittite geminate
stops was context-dependent, occurring only where the acoustic cuesmost rel-
evant to the new length contrast (i.e., geminate vs. non-geminate) were robust.
Accordingly, it is the distribution of stop closure duration for word-medial
voiced and voiceless stops in pre-stop position vs. other phonetic contexts that
should be crucial in determining whether or not the reanalysis took place. This
property has been investigated experimentally by Luce andCharles-Luce (1985,
1952–1953), who measured the closure duration of voiced and voiceless stops
in different phonetic contexts (as produced by native speakers of American
English).46 Specifically, they compared the closure duration of voiceless stops
/p, t, k/ and voiced stops /b, d, ɡ/ in intervocalic position (preceded by /ɪ/, /i/ or
/a/ and followed by /ə/) and in post-vocalic pre-stop position (preceded by /ɪ/,
/i/ or /a/ and followed by /t/) phrase-medially and phrase-finally. Their study
finds statistically significant differences in closure duration, voiceless stops
being on average longer than voiced stops across all contexts. Notably, however,
no significant differences in closure duration were found for phrase-medial
stops in pre-stop position, which presents the closest parallel for the word-
medial environment that is relevant for Hittite. The absence of a durational
contrast in this environment is evidently related to an asymmetric tendency
for stop closure duration to increase before another stop: Luce and Charles-
Luce report that both voiced and voiceless stops are significantly longer in this
position, but voiced stops undergo greater lengthening and so the durational
differences between them and voiceless stops are (at least) reduced.47 A conse-
quence of these reduced durational differences is that listeners cannot depend

46 As noted by Flemming (2005, 167), the number of studies that examine contextual differ-
ences in the perception of voicing is unfortunately quite limited (the situation is similar
for geminates; see n. 48 below); Luce and Charles-Luce’s (1985) study is thus rather excep-
tional in testing the phonetic correlates of stop voicing in pre-obstruent position. Further
research addressing this issue is needed.

47 In the extreme case of /ɡ/ vs. /k/, this increase even results in the pre-stop voiced stop
being longer than the voiceless stop (see Table III in Luce and Charles-Luce 1985, 1952 for
the data).
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on closure duration to distinguish perceptually between voiced and voiceless
stops in this context.
In fact, the contextual variation in closure duration for voiced and voice-

less stops observed by Luce and Charles-Luce (1985) has close parallel in that
of geminate and non-geminate stops in some languages.48 In the Thurgo-
vian dialect of Swiss German, there is a contrast between geminate and non-
geminate stops, both of which can occur between sonorants (viz., vowels,
glides, liquids, and nasals) as well as word-initially and word-finally; in all posi-
tions, closure duration is the only acoustic cue of this contrast (Kraehenman
2001, 110). Of particular interest here are phrase-medial word-final stops, where
this contrast is context dependent.When it is immediately followed by a vowel
or sonorant consonant within the same prosodic phrase, the contrast between
aword-final geminate andnon-geminate stop remains robust, the closure dura-
tion of the former being significantly longer than the latter. Yet when the fol-
lowing segment is instead an obstruent, this durational contrast effectively
disappears—viz., underlying geminate stops do not have significantly longer
closure duration than non-geminate stops (op. cit. 129–132).
Two effects conspire to reduce the relative duration of geminate and non-

geminate stops in this environment. On the one hand, the duration of non-
geminate stops increases, just as was the case in Luce and Charles-Luce’s study.
On the other hand, geminate stops exhibit decreased duration. The result, once
again, is that closure duration ceases to be a reliable cue to this phonemic con-
trast. This fact is even more striking for these Swiss German stops than for
voiceless/voiced stops, since closure duration is the only dependable acous-
tic cue for this contrast rather than one of multiple cues by which they can be
distinguished perceptually; the Swiss German phonemic stop contrast is thus
wholly neutralized before phrase-internal obstruents.49
The generalization that emerges from these two studies is that in pre-

obstruent contexts closure duration fails to be a reliable acoustic cue for dis-
tinguishing between stops that elsewhere can be distinguished perceptually by
this property. Further support for this result comes from the typology of gemi-

48 It should be noted, however, that relatively few phonetic studies have measured the
properties of non-intervocalic geminates, and fewer still of geminates in word-internal
consonant-adjacent contexts; see Ham (2001, 15–18) and Dmitrieva (2012, 8–10) for sur-
veys of previous scholarship.

49 This phrase-internal neutralization pattern is phonologically consistent with the absence
of geminate obstruents inword-internal obstruent-obstruent clusters (reported by Ehren-
hofer 2013, 45); both point to a strong ban against pre- and post-obstruent geminates in
Swiss German.
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nate consonants, which show several revealing distributional asymmetries:50
(i) geminates are most commonly found in intervocalic position; (ii) some
languages have geminates only in intervocalic position (e.g., Ancient Greek,
Luiseño, Hopi), but no languages have only non-intervocalic geminates (cf.
Thurgood 1993); and (iii) surface non-intervocalic geminates are often actively
avoided, either by blocking of gemination (e.g., Hungarian; Pycha 2010) or by
degemination (e.g., Maltese, Polish; Borg 1997, Pająk 2009).51 Pająk (2013, 3–4)
argues that this distribution is perceptually motivated: the durational contrast
between geminates and non-geminates ismore robustly cued and thus percep-
tually salient intervocalically than when adjacent to consonants (cf. Dmitrieva
2017, 37). However, it is likely that cue robustness is not the only factor at work
in shaping this distribution. Dmitrieva’s (2012, 132–133; 2018, 53–54, 60) exper-
imental studies of geminate consonant perception in speakers of American
English, Russian, and Italian find that they are significantly less likely to per-
ceive a consonant as long in pre-consonantal position than in intervocalic posi-
tion even when it has the same closure duration. If Dmitrieva’s findings reflect
a perceptual bias against pre-consonantal [+long] consonants (cf. Dmitrieva
2011), this bias may also influence geminate typology, either inhibiting new
geminates from arising in this context or facilitating the reduction of existing
geminates to non-geminates.

4.2.2 Sturtevant’s Law as contextual reanalysis
It is now possible to evaluate the typological plausibility of the proposal for
StvL advanced above. In a sense, this proposal has two components. The first
is that, while pre-Hittite speakers generally perceived a durational contrast
between (longer) voiceless and (shorter) voiceless stops, they did not perceive
this contrast in pre-obstruent contexts; thus when stop duration came to be
phonologized as part of StvL, these durationally indistinct stopswere assigned
to the same phonological category. This hypothesis is strongly supported by the
evidence discussed above. Since closure duration does not serve as a reliable
acoustic cue for the contrast between voiceless stops and voiced stops—nor
even for geminate and non-geminate stops—in pre-stop contexts, it would
hardly be surprising if listeners failed to apprehend the existence of the con-
trast and (re-)categorized both stop series in the same way.

50 On the environments in which geminate consonants occur cross-linguistically, see Thur-
good (1993), Muller (2001, 204–235), and Pająk (2009, 2013).

51 Geminate avoidance is, of course, an established PIE phenomenon as well; see 5.1 below
for discussion.
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The second component of the proposal is that both stop series were rean-
alyzed as non-geminates in this context. This categorization would be unex-
pected if the phonological reanalysis proceeded purely on the basis of clo-
sure duration, since by this measure pre-stop stops—which likely would have
undergone lengthening in this position (as found both by Luce and Charles-
Luce 1985 and Kraehenman 2001)—would be most similar to the intervocalic
voiceless stops that were ultimately reanalyzed as geminate stops. Yet there are
several possible reasons why they were instead categorized as non-geminates
(i.e., their actual historical outcome, as demonstrated in 4.1 above). One fac-
tor that may have played a role was the perceptual bias discussed above, which
would favor the acquisition of [–long] consonants in pre-consonantal contexts,
where [+long] consonants are more difficult to perceive and therefore also to
learn. Note, too, that there is some additional experimental evidence to suggest
that the difficulty of discriminating [+long] from [–long] stops in particular
increases as the sonority of the following consonant decreases (Dmitrieva 2015;
see 4.3.2 below for further discussion); if this is the case, then geminate stops
in pre-stop contexts would be especially dispreferred.
In addition, the categorizationof thesedurationally indistinct pre-stop stops

may have been influenced by their similarities to prototypical voiced stops
along other (i.e., non-durational) acoustic dimensions. Two potentially rele-
vant acoustic properties of stops are their voice onset time (VOT; positive val-
ues correlate with aspiration) and their closure release burst; cross-linguistic-
ally, these properties contain important cues to stop voicing contrasts (see, e.g.,
Raphael 2005, 189–193) and, crucially, are often or even consistently absent in
pre-stop environments. Voiceless stops are typically distinguished from voiced
stops by their increased VOT—i.e., a longer interval between their closure
release and the onset of voicing in a following vowel or sonorant (Lisker and
Abramson 1964, 1970, i.a.). Yet since VOT can only be observed when a [+sono-
rant] segment follows, it is unavailable in pre-obstruent position. This point
could be significant, since there is experimental evidence to suggest that in the
absence of this cue listeners may perceive voiceless stops as voiced stops (Lotz
et al. 1960, Reeds andWang 1961).52 In a similar vein, the release burst of voice-

52 In the study of Lotz et al. (1960), the relevant stops—which were voiceless and unaspi-
rated, having been extracted from word-initial s-stop clusters by deleting the initial sibi-
lant—were categorized as “voiced” ([+voice]) by speakers of American English, but when
presented to Spanish or Hungarian speakers, were classified as “voiceless” ([–voice]). This
result reflects different category boundaries in English vs. Spanish andHungarian for stop
voicing: in English [+voice] word-initial aspirated stops with long-lag (i.e., large positive
VOT) contrast with short-lag (small positive VOT) [–voice] unaspirated stops, whereas in
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less stops is characterized by greater spectral energy at higher frequencies than
that of voiced stops (see Chodroff andWilson 2014 with references). However,
it is often the case that stops are unreleased (i.e., lack an audible release burst)
whenpreceding another stop.53Once again, perception experiments show that
listeners tend to identify stops that have a weak or missing release burst as
voiced (Wang 1959, Chodroff and Wilson 2014). These facts recommend the
following scenario: in the absence of these secondary acoustic cues, pre-stop
voiceless stops (and trivially, voiced stops) were more perceptually similar to
voiced stops than voiceless stops and, having thus been identified with the
voiced (> non-geminate) set, were subject to the same analysis as voiced stops
in contexts where closure duration was more robustly cued.

4.2.3 On the perceptual conditions for gemination
Before proceeding, there are three environments in which gemination did
occur that merit further discussion within the context of the cue-based
approach developed above: (i) post-obstruent voiceless stops; (ii) voiceless
stops before /s/; and (iii) voiceless fricatives before stops (for the evidence
see (16–17) and (21) above). Concerning the first two environments, the most
important point is that, while neither has the ideal acoustic conditions for this
development, both aremore perceptually favorable to it than the pre-stop con-
text in which it did not take place; in other words, the cue-based approach
does not make any perverse predictions about the (non-)emergence of Hittite
geminate obstruents in these environments. Thurgovian Swiss German pro-
vides evidence that stop length contrasts can still be discriminated in post-stop
phrase-internal position (unlike in pre-stop position, as discussed above), gem-
inate stops having significantly greater closure duration than non-geminates in
this environment (KraehenmanandLahiri 2008).54Moreover, in post-stop con-

Spanish andHungarian short-lag [–voice] stops contrastwith lead-voicing (negativeVOT)
[+voice] stops in this position. The absence of closure voicing thus triggers voiceless per-
cepts for the latter group (cf. Raphael 2005, 190).

53 In American English, for instance, stops are “generally” unreleased before another stop
(e.g., Ladefoged and Johnson 2011, 60–61); this description is consistent with the results of
Randolph’s (1989, 116) corpus study of read speech, which finds that nearly 80% of stops
were unreleased when followed by an oral or nasal stop (see the data in Figure 4.7b).

54 More broadly, Dmitrieva (2015) finds that closure duration is more perceptible in syllable
onsets than in codas, which could explain the asymmetry in Swiss German between pre-
stopneutralization andpost-stoppreservationof a length contrast.With respect toHittite,
however, it should be noted that while closure duration is a potential cue of stop voicing
contrasts in word-medial post-obstruent stops (see, e.g., Steriade 1997, 6), I am aware of
no phonetic studies that specifically address its robustness in this environment.
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texts voiceless stops would be distinguishable from voiced by their increased
VOT and their higher energy/frequency burst spectra, which might facilitate
their identification with the voiceless (> geminate) set.
The situation differs slightly in the second environment, since stop voic-

ing contrasts were neutralized before /s/ in Hittite: all stops were voiceless
due to the regressive assimilation process in (11) above. The only issue, then,
is the categorization problem—i.e., why these voiceless stops were reanalyzed
as geminates. Once again, this development does not falsify the predictions of
the cue-based account: any perceptual bias against pre-consonantal [+long]
stops would likely have been weaker in the pre-/s/ context than the pre-stop
context because /s/, a fricative, is more sonorous than a stop (Dmitrieva 2015;
see above). Furthermore, while VOTwould not be available as a secondary cue
for stops in this context, these stops might still have had a release burst, which
would have made themmore perceptually similar to other voiceless stops.
The last case that requires special discussion is the development of frica-

tives in pre-stop contexts. Just as is the case for stops, voiceless fricatives
tend to be phonetically longer (in terms of frication duration, the partial clo-
sure involved in the production of a fricative) than voiced fricatives cross-
linguistically (Denes 1955, Cole and Cooper 1975, i.a.), which explains why pre-
Hittite voiceless dorsal fricatives generally pattern with voiceless stops with
respect to StvL, undergoing gemination in the same set of contexts. Voiceless
fricatives, however, also geminate before a stop. This differing behavior sug-
gests that in pre-Hittite the durational contrast between voiceless and voiced
fricatives—unlike between voiced and voiceless stops (cf. 4.2.1 above)—was
maintained in pre-stop contexts. Typological support for this possibility comes
from Pająk’s (2013) experimental study, whichmeasured the duration of voice-
less and voiced fricatives (/s/ vs. /z/, as produced by speakers of Moroccan
Arabic) in different phonetic contexts, including before a word-medial stop
(/t/). She found that fricatives show the same lengthening effect as stops when
preceding a stop, but in contrast to stops, voiceless fricatives are consistently
still longer than voiced fricatives in this environment.55 Supposing a similar
situation held in pre-Hittite, it follows that the longer voiceless fricatives (i.e.,
*/χ/, */χw/) would be unconditionally reanalyzed as geminates (/χː/, /χːw/).56

55 See Pająk (2013, 7–10) with data in Figure 1. I am not aware of any other phonetic studies
that address this issue.

56 As discussed in section 1, pre-Hittite */s/ and */h/ did not undergo this reanalysis because
they lacked phonemically contrastive [+voice] counterparts.
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4.2.4 Summary—the phonetic motivation for Sturtevant’s Law
It was shown in 4.2.1–4.2.3 that the phonological restriction on StvL proposed
in 4.1 to account for empirical facts about the development of Hittite word-
medial obstruents also has a phonetic basis: the environments in which the
pre-Hittite voicing contrast was reanalyzed as a length contrast are precisely
those in which the major acoustic correlate of the new contrast, closure dura-
tion, was perceptually salient. Conversely, for stops in pre-stop contexts this
contrast was weakly cued and, as a result, diachronically neutralized such that
historically voiceless and voiced stops developed into non-geminate stops.

4.3 Formalizing Sturtevant’s Law
The aim of this section is to develop a formal account of the conditions under
which pre-Hittite voiceless and voiced obstruents developed into Hittite gemi-
nate and non-geminate voiceless obstruents—i.e., the set of historical devel-
opments that together constitute StvL. Specifically, I propose a synchronic
analysis of the phonological grammar that, in my view, constitutes the likeli-
est immediate diachronic precursor of the attested Hittite situation in which
StvLhas takenplace (andwhich is effectively identical towhatMelchert (1994,
21) posits for PA itself). Descriptively, the most relevant phonological charac-
teristics of the proposed pre-Hittite stage are stated in (32):

(32) a. Obstruents were (still) contrastively specified for [±voice].
b. Voiceless obstruentswere subject to allophonic gemination in allword-
medial environments except for voiceless stops before stops.

The analysis developed here is framed in terms of Optimality Theory (OT;
Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004). The basic gemination pattern is analyzed
in 4.3.1; I then proceed in 4.3.2 to the exceptional non-gemination of pre-stop
voiceless stops and show that it can be neatly captured in OT as a blocking
effect.

4.3.1 Deriving gemination of voiceless obstruents
At the core of StvL is the gemination of word-medial voiceless obstruents. To
account for this pattern, I posit the markedness constraint in (33), which mili-
tates against short voiceless obstruents (here symbolized T):57

57 To be precise, T stands for [–voice, –sonorant, –strident, +consonantal] segments (cf.
section 1 above). In featural terms, the constraint in (33) is thus equivalent to *[–voice,
–sonorant, –strident, +consonantal, –long]).
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(33) *[–long]/T: Assign a violation (*) for each [–long] voiceless non-sibilant
consonantal obstruent in the output.

In the general case, the effect of *[–long]/T is that input voiceless stopsundergo
phonological repair, two minimal strategies for which are available: (i) length-
ening, which would be a type of cue enhancement (Keyser and Stevens
2001, 2006), reinforcing an existing phonetic property that distinguishes voice-
less obstruents from shorter voiced obstruents (see further 5.2 below);58 or (ii)
voicing, whichwould neutralize the underlying contrast between voiceless and
voiced stops. These two repair strategies conflict, respectively, with the faith-
fulness constraints in (34a) and (38b), which require that input and output
consonants have the same specification for length and voicing.

(34) a. Id(ent)-C[long]: Corresponding input and output consonants must
have the same specification for [long].

b. Id(ent)-C[voi(ce)]/_[+son]: A consonant preceding a [+sonorant]
segment in the output must have the same specification for [voice] as
its input correspondent.

The constraint in (34b) is a context-specific version of Ident-C[voice] defined
in (38b) below; it requires that an output consonant and its input correspon-
dent have the same [voice] specification when it occurs in a position in which
voicing cues are highly perceptible—namely, in pre-sonorant position (cf. Ste-
riade 1997)—as expected under the cue-based approach adopted in 4.2.1
above.59 The need for (34b) beside generic Ident-C[voice] will become clear
in the discussion of assimilation below.

58 It should be noted that *[–long]/T would also drive lengthening of voiceless obstru-
ents in word-initial and word-final position (if the latter exist; cf. n. 68 below). While I
have refrained in this paper from making any explicit claim about the Hittite outcomes
of non-word medial voiceless obstruents, if it is indeed the case that they are [–long]
(cf. n. 77 below), this could be accounted for by positing additional highly-ranked posi-
tionalmarkedness constraints *GemP/#_ and/or *GemP/_# (“Noword-initial/final gem-
inate stops”) that would block gemination in the relevant context(s). Both constraints
are phonetically grounded and typologically well-supported (cf. Pająk 2009; Dmitrieva
2012).

59 The effect of (34b) is effectively identical to Ident-C/Onset[voice] (“An output conso-
nant in a syllable onset must have the same specification for [voice] as its input corre-
spondent;” cf. Beckman 1998, 22, Lombardi 1999, 270) in a syllable-based analysis.
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The fact that voiceless stops underwent lengthening in pre-Hittite requires
that *[–long]/T in (33), the constraint driving lengthening, dominates Id-C
[long] in (34a), which penalizes such lengthening. This pattern also requires
that that *[–long]/T is dominated by Id-C[voi]/_[+son] in (34b), which mili-
tates against the alternative repair strategy for violationof *[–long]/T, viz., voic-
ing. The constraint ranking necessary to derive the correct outcome is stated in
(35), and demonstrated in the tableau in (36) with the Hittite verb epp/app-
‘take’:

(35) Id-C[voi]/_[+son], *[–long]/T≫ Id-C[long]

(36) Pre-Hitt. */hep-m/ → *[hépːm̥] > Hitt. ēppun ‘I took’
1sg.pst.act

/hep-m/ Id-C[voi]/_[+son] *[–long]/T Id-C[long]

a. hépm̥ ∗!

b. ☞ hépːm̥ ∗

c. hébm̥ ∗!

The same constraint ranking also correctly predicts non-gemination of voiced
stops. *[–long]/T is irrelevant because its length requirement applies only to
stops that are voiceless in the output; input voiced stops can thus surface faith-
fully, as illustrated in (37) with the verb ed/ad- ‘eat’. In this tableau, candidate
(a) is preferred to (b–d) because the latter gratuitously violate faithfulness con-
straints.

(37) Pre-Hitt. */hed-m/ → *[hédm̥] > Hitt. edun ‘I ate’
1sg.pst.act

/hed-m/ Id-C[voi]/_[+son] *[–long]/T Id-C[long]

a. ☞ hédm̥

b. hédːm̥ ∗!

c. hétːm̥ ∗! ∗

d. hétm̥ ∗! ∗
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Before turning to the more complicated issue of stop-stop clusters, it will
be useful to consider the treatment of pre-Hittite stops before *s. No special
discussion is needed for underlying voiceless obstruents, which predictably
lengthen in accordance with the constraint ranking in (35); the derivation is
the same as in (36) above (see (41) below for a full tableau). However, as noted
already in 2.2, PIE voiced stops before */s/ regularly yield voiceless geminates
inHittite. The simplest explanation for these outcomes is that pre-Hittite stably
maintained the regressive obstruent voicing assimilation process that it inher-
ited from PIE alongside its innovative voiceless obstruent gemination process
(see further 4.3 and 5 below). The interaction of these synchronic processes
resulted in pre-Hittite underlying voiced stops being realized as voiceless gem-
inates before *s (i.e., /D/ → [Tː] /___s).
Two additional constraints are relevant in generating this mapping: Agr

[voi] in (38a), which requires adjacent obstruents to have the same voicing
specification; and Id-C[voi] in (38b)—the generic version of (34b) above—
which requires that corresponding input and output consonants have the same
voicing specification (regardless of phonological context):

(38) a. Agr(ee)[voi(ce)]: Assign a violation (*) for each pair of adjacent
[–sonorant] segments that have differing specification for [voice].

b. Id(ent)-C[voi(ce)]: Corresponding input and output consonants
must have the same specification for [voice].

Regressive voicing assimilation emergeswhenAgr[voi] dominates generic Id-
C[voi]: sequences of obstruents with differing [voice] specification undergo
assimilation (violating Id-C[voi]) to satisfy higher-rankedAgr[voi]. The direc-
tion of assimilation is then controlled by undominated Id-C[voi]/_[+son]:
sequences of obstruents assimilate to the [voice] of the final obstruent in
the sequence because it stands before a [+sonorant] segment where its voic-
ing specification is protected by higher-ranked Id-C[voi]/_[+son]. Adding this
ranking to the established ranking in (35) yields the combined ranking in (39),
which is shown in the tableau in (40) to account for devoicing and gemination
of voiced obstruents before */s/:

(39) Agr[voi], Id-C[voi]/_[+son], *[–long]/T≫ Id-C[long], Id-C[voi]
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(40) Pre-Hitt. */laɡ-ské-∅/ → *[lakːskːé] > Hitt. lakkišk[i] ‘incline!’
2sg.imp.act.ipfv

/laɡ-ské-∅/ Agr[voi] Id-C[voi]/_[+son] *[–long]/T Id-C[long] Id-C[voi]

a. laɡské ∗! ∗

b. laɡskːé ∗! ∗

c. laɡzɡé ∗! ∗∗

d. lakské ∗!∗ ∗

e. lakskːé ∗! ∗ ∗

f. ☞ lakːskːé ∗∗ ∗

In (40), the faithful candidate (a) and candidate (b) with lengthening of the
underlying voiceless stop fatally violate top-rankedAgr[voi] because they con-
tain a sequence of obstruents with opposite voicing specification (*[gs]). The
other candidates avoid this issue by assimilation of [voice]. In candidate (c),
the [+voice] feature of the obstruent */g/ is spread progressively at the expense
of the [–voice] specification of the following obstruents */s/ and */k/; voic-
ing of pre-sonorant */k/, however, violates undominated Id-C[voi]/_[+son],
and candidate (c) is thus ruled out. The remaining three candidates instead
exhibit regressive voicing assimilation within the obstruent cluster (in viola-
tion of lower-ranked context-free Id-C[voi]); of these, the winning candidate
(f) is the one that avoids violating *[–long]/T by lengthening both voiceless
stops.
Finally, it may be noted that the derivation of underlying voiceless stops

before */s/ is unaffectedbyaddingAgr[voi] to the constraint ranking, since it is
satisfied already in the input. The tableau in (41) simply confirms that the com-
bined constraint ranking in (39) produces regular lengthening in such cases:

(41) Pre-Hitt. */hep-ské-mi/ → *[hapːskːémi] > Hitt. appiškimi ‘I take’
1sg.npst.act.ipfv

Input: /hep-ské-mi/ Id-C[voi]/_[+son] Agr[voi] *[–long]/T Id-C[long] Id-C[voi]

a. hapskémi ∗!∗

b. hapskːémi ∗! ∗

c. ☞ hapːskːémi ∗∗

d. habskːémi ∗! ∗ ∗ ∗

e. habzɡémi ∗! ∗∗∗
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4.3.2 Deriving non-gemination as a blocking effect
With the core of the analysis inplace, it is nowpossible to turn to stop-stop clus-
ters, where pre-stop voiceless stops exceptionally yield Hittite non-geminate
stops. This outcome can be understood naturally as a blocking effect: the gemi-
nation process that applied generally to word-medial voiceless obstruents was
blockedwhen a voiceless stop immediately preceded another stop, a context in
which—as discussed at length in 4.2.1 above—its closure duration was poorly
cued acoustically and thus weakly perceptible. Such phonetic factors provide
motivation for positing a markedness constraint against pre-stop geminate
stops which, ranked appropriately, functions to block lengthening of pre-stop
voiceless stops. Specifically, I propose the constraint in (42) (where P = voice-
less stop or affricate, viz. [–continuant, –sonorant]):60

(42) *GemP/_P: Assign a violation (*) for each sequence in which a [+long,
–sonorant, –continuant] segment immediately precedes a [–sonorant,
–continuant] segment in the output.

Before proceeding with the analysis, the nature of the constraint in (42) merits
a brief discussion. (42) belongs to the *Gem family of markedness constraints,
which in OT are standardly employed as a means to penalize geminate conso-
nants (cf. Rose 2000). Recent work has argued that *Gem should be decom-
posed into hierarchical sub-families of constraints targeting, on the one hand,
geminates of particular segmental types (Podesva 2002; Kawahara 2007; Kawa-
hara and Pangilinan 2017; Hansen 2012; Hansen and Myers 2017), and on the
other, geminates in particular phonological contexts (Pająk 2009; Dmitrieva
2012). (42) combines these two sub-families, making reference to the segmen-
tal properties of the target segment ([–continuant]) as well as to the context in
which it occurs (before a [–continuant] segment). Both restrictions are neces-
sary to account for the Hittite data: if the target segment is [+continuant], it is
unaffected by (42), as shown by the (probable) lengthening of pre-Hittite *[χw]
before *[t] discussed in 3.1; likewise, (42) is irrelevant if the following segment
is [+continuant], as evidenced by the lengthening of *[k] before *[s] in (40)
and the similar examples cited in 3.1 above.

60 As defined in (42), the constraintwill also penalize geminate stops before affricates, which
on phonetic grounds should pattern with stops, their initial complete closure exerting the
same perceptual effects on the preceding segment. Whether pre-Hittite had affricates in
the relevant environment is uncertain, but in synchronic Hittite underlying geminates
may precede an affricate at a morpheme boundary (e.g., before 3sg.npst.act -zi); see 5.2
below for discussion.
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Yet beyond such empirical considerations, there is reason to believe that
the combination of these two constraint sub-families is principled. As noted
previously in 4.2.2, Dmitrieva (2015) has found that pre-consonantal geminate
stops become more difficult to distinguish from non-geminate stops as the
sonority of the following consonant decreases. A potential explanation for this
result is offered by a related vein of research, which has focused on the rela-
tiveperceptibility of different types of intervocalic geminates. Kawahara (2007)
and Hansen (2012) argue that intervocalic geminate obstruents are more typo-
logically common than geminate sonorants because their duration is more
perceptible, supporting this hypothesis with experimental evidence (see fur-
ther Kawahara and Pangilinan 2017, 31; Hansen and Myers 2017, 202). Their
hypothesis regarding this asymmetry is that sonorant consonants are vowel-
like, being of similarly high sonority, and so lack clear acoustic boundaries
(such as amplitude changes) between them and surrounding vowels, which
makes their duration difficult to apprehend accurately in this context. This
hypothesis thus implies that what is crucial to the perception of consonant
duration is a sonority contrast between the target segment and its context,
which would also explain Dmitrieva’s result: the duration of low sonority stops
is less perceptible when they precede consonants of similarly low sonority. For
present purposes, the important take-away from these findings is that percep-
tuallymotivatedmarkedness constraints on geminate consonants shouldmake
reference both to their segmental properties and their phonological environ-
ment, as is the case with (42).
With *GemP/_P thus established, all that remains to account for the excep-

tional behavior of voiceless stops in pre-stop contexts is to establish the cor-
rect ranking of this constraint. Generating non-lengthening in this context
necessitates that *GemP/_Pdominates *[–long]/T and, furthermore, that both
Agr[voi] and Id-C[voi]/_[+son] dominate *[–long]/T as well. This ranking is
stated in (43) and illustrated in the tableau in (44), where it is shown to make
correct predictions for pre-Hittite stop-stop clusters in which the first stop is
underlyingly voiceless.

(43) *GemP/_P, Agr[voi], Id-C[voi]/_[+son] ≫ *[–long]/T ≫ Id-C[long],
Id-C[voi]
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(44) Pre-Hitt. */χártka-s/ → *[χártkːas] > Hitt. ḫartaggaš ‘bear’
anim.nom.sg

/χártka-s/ *GemP/_P Agr[voi] Id-C[voi]/_[+son] *[–long]/T Id-C[long] Id-C[voi]

a. χártkas ∗∗!

b. ☞ χártkːas ∗ ∗

c. χártːkːas ∗! ∗∗

d. χárdkːas ∗! ∗ ∗

e. χárdɡas ∗! ∗∗

In (44), the underlying form contains a sequence of two short voiceless stops,
which would violate *[–long]/T. Candidates (d) and (e), which repair this vio-
lation by voicing of the first stop or both stops, are ruled out by top-ranked
Agr[voi] and Id-C[voi]/_[+son] respectively; note that these candidates
would have otherwise been preferred to thewinning candidate (b) and thereby
demonstrate that Agr[voi] and Id-C[voi]/_[+son] must outrank *[–long]/T.
Of the remaining candidates, (b) and (c) incur fewer violations of *[–long]/T
than the faithful candidate (a), which is thus eliminated. Finally, the crucial
ranking of *GemP/_P over *[–long]/T is illustrated by the selection of candi-
date (b) over (c); the latter fully satisfies *[–long]/T by lengthening both voice-
less stops, but in doing so creates a [tːkː] sequence that violates *GemP/_P
and so is ruled out by this higher-ranked constraint. Candidate (b) therefore
emerges as the winner.
The analysis developed above also handles stop-stop clusters in which the

first stop is underlying voiced and the second voiceless, as illustrated in the
tableau in (45).

(45) Pre-Hitt. */heɡw-tu/ → *[hékwtːu] > Hitt. ekuddu ‘let him/her drink’
3sg.imp.act

/heɡw-tu/ *GemP/_P Agr[voi] Id-C[voi]/_[+son] *[–long]/T Id-C[long] Id-C[voi]

a. héɡwtu ∗!

b. héɡwdu ∗! ∗

c. hékwtu ∗∗! ∗

d. ☞ hékwtːu ∗ ∗ ∗

e. hékwːtːu ∗! ∗∗ ∗
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The derivation in (45) is essentially the same as in (44). In this case, the
faithful candidate (a) is ruled out by top-ranked Agr[voi], which is violated
by its *[ɡwt] cluster. Once again, the form with progressive voice assimila-
tion (*[ɡwd])—here, candidate (b)—is eliminated by Id-C[voi]/_[+son]. The
remaining three candidates (c–e) all violate the low-ranked general Id-C[voi]
constraint, but otherwise have violation profiles identical to (a–c) in (44)
above; candidate (d) is then selected as the winner, being preferred to can-
didate (c) because it lengthens the cluster-final voiceless stop (*[–long]/T ≫
Id-C[long]) and to candidate (e) because it doesnot lengthen the cluster-initial
voiceless stop (*GemP/_P≫ *[–long]/T).

4.3.3 Local summary: the phonology of Sturtevant’s Law
The formal analysis developed in 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 thus predicts that underlying
pre-Hittite voiceless obstruents were synchronically subject to gemination in
exactly the contexts in which they develop into geminate stops in Hittite via
StvL, and not in those contexts in which they develop into singletons (viz.,
before stops). The crucial ranking of phonological constraints necessary to gen-
erate this pattern is summarized in the Hasse diagram in (46):

(46) Pre-Hittite complete constraint ranking:
*GemP/_P Id-C[voi]/_[+son] Agr[voi]

∗[–long]/T

Id-C[long] Id-C[voi]

Under this analysis, just two constraints do the bulk of the work in StvL: (i)
*[–long]/T, which drives gemination of voiceless obstruents; and (ii) *GemP/
_P, which dominates *[–long]/T and thus blocks gemination of voiceless stops
in pre-stop contexts.
The only innovation that distinguishes the stage of pre-Hittite modeled

above from attested Hittite is the elimination of contrastive voicing specifi-
cation ([±voice] in obstruents—in effect, the “dephonologization” of a now
redundant acoustic cue to a contrast that has become marked by length
([±long]). The nature of this change is discussed further in 5.2.
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5 Sturtevant’s Law and its historical implications

If the analysis of StvL developed in the preceding sections is correct, it has
some non-trivial implications for the reconstruction of the phonological sys-
tem of PIE, as well as for diachronic phonological typology. These implications
are evaluated in 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. In 5.3, I briefly discuss the possibility of
a synchronic analogue of StvL in the phonology of Hittite. I then conclude in
5.4 with a short discussion of some empirical and theoretical issues surround-
ing StvL that remain outstanding.

5.1 The implications of Sturtevant’s Law for Proto-Indo-European
phonology

Section 3.2 introduced a set of forms thatwere problematic under the tradition-
al conception of StvL as an across-the-board sound change whereby pre-Hit-
titeword-medial voiceless and voiced obstruents developed intoHittite (ortho-
graphic) geminate and non-geminate obstruents respectively. A subset of these
forms—Hitt. nekuz (meḫur) ‘(time of) evening’, ekutta ‘drank’ and ekuddu ‘let
him/her drink’ have been taken by Kloekhorst (2016) as the basis for some
muchbroader claims about the reconstruction of the PIE phonological system.
Asdiscussed inmoredetail in 3.2.2 above,Kloekhorst argues that thenon-gemi-
nate [kw] in these forms is the reflex of what is—under the traditional recon-
struction of the PIE stop inventory—a PIE (breathy) voiced labiovelar stop in
a surface cluster *[-ɡwt-] in which the first stop did not assimilate the voicing
specification of the following stop. He thus rejects regressive obstruent voic-
ing process (given in (11) above) as a PIE process, and on this basis, argues that
PIEmust have lacked contrastive voicing in obstruents; this leads him, in turn,
to argue for the alternative PIE stop inventory in (25b) above, with a contrast
between voiceless long, voiceless “preglottalized,” and plain voiceless stops.
In section 4, however, I argued that these problematic forms can be ex-

plained straightforwardly if StvL is understood as a conditioned change—
specifically, that voiceless stops underwent a conditioned split, undergoing
gemination in most word-medial environments, but not in pre-stop contexts.
As shown in 4.1, this analysis is empirically superior to that of Kloekhorst, since
it accounts not only for the seemingly problematic forms noted above but also
for the non-geminate [kw] in Hitt. šakuttai- ‘thigh’ and the (previously unno-
ticed) non-geminate [t] of Hittite forms like ḫartagga- ‘bear’ and watku- ‘leap’;
the former two items can be handled by an analysis like Kloekhorst’s only by
special stipulation and the last cannot be accounted for at all.
A second advantage of the analysis proposed here is its economy: it requires

none of Kloekhorst’s additional assumptions, allowing for both the Hittite and
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PNIE situations to be derived straightforwardly from the PIE phonological sys-
tem as traditionally reconstructed, with a phonemic contrast between voice-
less, voiced, and breathy voiced stops (i.e., (25a) above) and regressive obstru-
ent voicing assimilation as part of themore general process of laryngeal feature
assimilation in (47) (cf. Byrd 2018, 2070):61

(47) Regressive Laryngeal Feature Assimilation:
[–sonorant] → [αvoice, βs.g.] / ___ [–sonorant, αvoice, βs.g.]
“Obstruents (incl. */s/) assimilate to the laryngeal features of a following
obstruent.”

Under this view, PNIE continues the PIE phonological system unchanged. The
only change between PIE and PA was the merger of breathy voiced and plain
voiced stops (and, as a consequence, the simplification of the process in (47)
to the form in (11) above). The resulting [±voice] opposition was inherited into
pre-Hittite, whence the synchronic Hittite system emerged by the regular, pho-
netically motivated sound change that is StvL.
It is not just economical, however, to avoid the Kloekhorst’s (2016) assump-

tions about the PIE phonological system; these assumptions are also indepen-
dently problematic.While a full assessment of his proposal is beyond the scope
of this paper, a few remarks about theAnatolian evidence are inorderhere.One
major issuewith this proposal is that it offers no explanationwhatsoever for the
gemination of certain Hittite root-final underlying non-geminate obstruents
before /s/-initial suffixes—regularly before the imperfective suffix /-skːé-/ (e.g.,
akkuške- ⇐ eku/aku- ‘drink’; cf. (16c–e) above) and, more sporadically, before
the 3sg.pst.act ending /-s/ (e.g., wakkiš ‘bit’; cf. 3sg.npst.act wāki).
This phenomenon is—as already noted in 2.2 above—elegantly explained

as the result of prehistoric voicing assimilation: the historically voiced root-
final stop was devoiced by the following *s and then underwent StvL. When
contrastive voice was lost in pre-Hittite, this pattern was reanalyzed as a mor-
phophonemic gemination process that applied to roots that were historically
subject to devoicing in the context of the affixes that triggered it. This view

61 As formulated in (47) the rule applies to all stops. Whether or not the rule in fact applied
to [+spread glottis] segments in PIE depends on the status of Bartholomae’s Law (BL;
Bartholomae 1883, 48). I thus assume here that BL was a post-PIE innovation (cf. Collinge
1985, 7–10, Byrd 2015, 22; pace Mayrhofer 1986, 110); however, none of the further claims
advanced in this paper depend on this assumption, since BL would no longer have been
relevant after the PA loss of the distinction between breathy voiced and plain voiced stops
(Melchert 1994, 60).
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is consistent with the fact that the gemination process sustains exceptions: it
occurs in the imperfective eku/aku- ‘drink’, but not in the imperfectives of all
roots with a synchronic root-final non-geminate (< voiced) obstruent, such as
Hitt. wek- ‘demand’ (ipfv wekiške-).62
Another serious problem for Kloekhorst’s (2016) reconstruction relates to

the mechanism that he invokes to motivate the hypothesized change between
the PIE and PNIE stop systems—in particular, the putative degemination of
the voiceless geminate series, which Kloekhorst attributes to an innovative
dispreference for geminate consonants in PNIE. Such a dispreference is well-
established at the PNIE level, as the NIE languages exhibit a diverse set of
strategies for repairing geminates at morpheme boundaries (for an overview
see Byrd 2015, 43–48 with references), and several of these are even recon-
structible for PNIE, including degemination of */s-s/ and (probably) */m-
m/, as well as the well-known “Double Dental rule” whereby the first stop
in a coronal stop-stop sequence underwent affrication (*[t͡s-t], *[d͡z-d]).63 Yet
Kloekhorst’s claim that this dispreference is a PNIE innovation is contradicted
by evidence for all three processes in Anatolian:64 */s-s/-degemination is at-
tested in 2sg.npst.act mūši ‘you shall satiate yourself ’ (← /mus-si/ per Yaku-
bovich 2006b, 115; cf. Yates 2018 with further argumentation); */m-m/-degemi-
nation is likely reflected in Hitt. ištamina- ‘ear’ (Melchert 2007/8, 185); and
the “Double Dental rule” is uncontroversially continued in Hittite and Luwian
(Melchert 1994), e.g., 2pl.npst.act Hitt. azzašteni ([at͡s-tːéːni]) ‘you eat’ (⇐
ed/ad- ‘eat’), 2pl.imp.act CLuw. azzaštan ‘eat!’ (⇐ ad- ‘eat’).65 The existence

62 The non-application of gemination in such forms awaits a satisfactory explanation. In the
case of wek–, it is perhaps related to the verb’s historical origin as a PIE “Narten forma-
tion” *wḗk-̑ (perMelchert 2014, 255–256), but the details of this development remain to be
worked out.

63 For degemination of */s-s/ and the “Double Dental rule” as synchronic PIE processes, see
Mayrhofer (1986, 110–112, 120–121), and Byrd (2018, 2071) for degemination of */m-m/. I
follow Melchert (2003, 154–155) in analyzing the “Double Dental rule” as an affrication
process (rather than *s-epenthesis).

64 It is also contradicted by the development of the few morpheme-internal geminates that
are reconstructible for PIE, which do not undergo degemination in PNIE—e.g., PIE *atta-
‘daddy’ > Hitt. atta-, Gk. > ἄττα, Lat. atta, Goth. atta (see further Byrd 2015, 45–46 and
Sandell 2015, 144–146 with references). Kloekhorst’s (2016) objections to the reconstruc-
tion of the relevant lexical items do not withstand scrutiny—in particular, with respect to
the remarkable correspondence set for ‘daddy’.

65 It is pointed out by Jäntti (2017, 42–44) that cross-linguistically phonemic geminates and
the active avoidance of (some) heteromorphemic geminates are not strictly mutually
exclusive; he therefore suggests that the “Double Dental rule” may not be motivated by
a dispreference for geminates at all. However, it is clear from the independent existence
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of these processes in Anatolian guarantees their reconstruction for PIE, and
in turn, of their phonological motivation, a dispreference for geminates at the
PIE stage. Accordingly, this dispreference cannot be an innovation of PNIE;
Kloekhorst’s account is thus deprived of any motivation for the degemination
of voiceless stops that allegedly occurred between PIE and PNIE.
The broad take-away from the discussion above is that Hittite provides no

empirical support for the radical revisions to the PIE phonological system
argued for by Kloekhorst (2016); on the contrary, it supports the traditional
reconstruction of this system, fromwhich theHittite systemcan be derived pri-
marily by the application of StvL as defined in 4.1 above. The only remaining
obstacle to this proposal, then, is a typological objection raised by Kloekhorst
(2016) and Jäntti (2017); this point is taken up in 5.2 below.

5.2 The implications of Sturtevant’s Law for diachronic phonological
typology

One of Kloekhorst’s (2016) major arguments for the revised reconstruction
of the PIE phonological system proposed by Kortlandt (2010) is a critique of
Melchert’s (1994, 14–21) view of StvL as a pre-Hittite sound change whereby
voiceless obstruents underwent gemination and then contrastive voicing in
obstruents was lost. Kloekhorst disputes this change on typological grounds,
stating that “spontaneous, unconditioned lengthening/gemination of original
short stops is a development that, as far as I know, is cross-linguistically unat-
tested” (2016, 235–236; cf. Jäntti 2017, 45).
As a critique of the account of StvL proposed in the preceding sections,

there are a few serious problems. The first is the claim that there are no typolog-
ical parallels for the reanalysis of an obstruent voicing contrast as a length con-
trast, which would involve “lengthening/gemination of original short stops.”
In fact, several potential cases of this development are adduced by Blevins’s
(2004, 175–177), who proposes that this type of reanalysis is a viable pathway to
the emergence of new geminates. Of these cases, Kloekhorst (2016, 236) and
Jäntti (2017) argue explicitly against just one (Proto-Dravidian > Old Tamil),
thus appearing todismiss out of hand thephenomena inMeidobNubianand in
Didinga (bothNilo-Saharan) cited byBlevins that are plausibly explained if just

of the two cited degemination processes that there is a “conspiracy” (Kisseberth 1970) to
avoid heteromorphemic geminates; any analysis that separates these phenomena thus
misses this important generalization. Furthermore, Jäntti fails to consider whether the
phenomena he cites may in fact reflect an emergent dispreference for geminates, thus
affecting heteromorphemic geminates but not underlying geminates, as was the case in
PIE itself (cf. n. 64 above).
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such a diachronic development took place in certain contexts.66 Yet without
any explicit refutation of these examples, the strong typological claim—viz.,
that such a diachronic reanalysis is unattested—can hardly constitute grounds
on which to categorically reject it for pre-Hittite.67
The other typological objection raised by Kloekhorst (2016, 235) is to “spon-

taneous, unconditioned lengthening/gemination” (similarly Jäntti 2017, 45).
Whether or not this objection is generally valid, it simply does not apply to
the account of StvL advanced above. Under this view, StvL was precisely a
conditioned sound change: word-medial voiceless obstruents were subject to
gemination in contexts where the durational contrast between voiceless and
voiced obstruents was robustly cued and not elsewhere.
Furthermore, it is not the case that geminationwas “spontaneous;” rather, as

argued already at length by Melchert (1994, 18–21), the structural conditions of
pre-Hittitewere favorable to a reanalysis of the voicing contrast. First, it is likely
that already in PA—and arguably even in PIE—the contrast between voiced
and voiceless obstruentswas neutralized inword-final position,68which is con-
sistent with the lack of an orthographic gemination contrast in this position in
Hittite.69 Second, between PA and pre-Hittite the contrast between voiced and

66 The case of Didinga is particularly compelling: a synchronically aberrant patternwhereby
all syllable-final stops undergo gemination canbe explainedquite naturally as the reanaly-
sis of a cross-linguistically common syllable-final stop devoicing process (cf. Blevins 2004,
176).

67 In my view, Blevins’ (2004, 176) observation that it is difficult “to find well-documented
cases” of this change is most likely due to the relatively small number of languages which
(i) have the right structural conditions for the reanalysis and (ii)—themore seriously lim-
iting factor—whose diachrony is well-documented and well-understood.

68 Melchert (1994, 85) has argued for word-final voicing of voiceless obstruents in PA, which
he takes to be a PIE phenomenon as well on the basis of Italic evidence (cf. Weiss 2011,
155 n. 34; 2014, 139). As is well-known, such a pattern is typologically rare at best (poten-
tially Lezgian; Yu 2004), and it has even been argued by Kiparsky (2006; 2008, 48) that it
cannot emerge in natural language. I take no strong stance on Melchert’s broader prehis-
toric claims, but his observation concerning the synchronic situation in Hittite is surely
correct—viz., that there is no positive evidence for a length contrast in word-final obstru-
ents (cf. n. 69 below).

69 In particular, direct evidence for word-final geminate stops is lacking, even in environ-
ments where the writing system perhaps allows for it (such as when the word is followed
by a vowel-initial clitic), although it remains difficult to wholly exclude a purely ortho-
graphic explanation. Kloekhorst (2014, 562–563; 2016, 221–222) has claimed that there is
indirect evidence for a word-final geminate stop inHitt. šep(p)it(t)- ‘(type of) grain’, which
in his view continues a nominal paradigm with fixed root stress: nom/acc.sg PIE *sép-
it, gen.sg *sép-it-os. In OH, the gen.sg is spelled ⟨še-ep-pi-da-aš⟩ and ⟨še-ep-pi-it-ta-aš⟩
with both singleton and geminate reflexes of intervocalic *t. Kloekhorst contends that
the singleton spelling is due to PA lenition, whereas the geminate has been analogically
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voiceless obstruents was also neutralized word-initially,70 in all likelihood in
favor of the voiceless set in view of certain orthographic facts and phonological
evidence from reduplication (the latter of which points to phonemic merger;
see Melchert 1994, 18–20).71 Finally, PA or pre-Hittite innovated a process such
that word-medial voiceless obstruents—except voiceless stops before stops—
were subject to allophonic gemination, as outlined in 4.3 above.
An important consequence of the first two developments was that by pre-

Hittite [voice] was contrastive only in word-medial pre-sonorant obstruents:
[voice] was neutralized at word boundaries, and in pre-obstruent position was
a predictable function of the following segment. Due to the third development,
moreover, all suchmedial obstruents would have contrasted on the surface not
only for [±voice] but also for [±long]—schematically, [Tː] vs. [D]. This situa-
tion, in which the underlying contrast was redundantly marked, would have
been amenable to a reanalysis whereby [long] replaced [voice] as the phone-
mic representationof this contrast and [voice]wasdephonologized.The result-
ing system corresponds precisely to attested Hittite: [long] is phonologically
active and [voice] inactive (as discussed in 2.2 above).
Yet what is perhaps more difficult to explain than how such a reanalysis

took place in the context of a system with allophonic gemination of voiceless
obstruents is how this process arose in the first place. Like other phonologi-
cal processes, gemination must have begun with gradient changes in phonetic

generalized from the nom/acc.sg, where the word-final stop was not subject to leni-
tion (cf. 2.1 above). The PIE status of such forms is doubtful, however; a non-IE origin
for šep(p)it(t)- was previously suggested by Kloekhorst (2008, 744–745) andmore recently
Hyllested (to appear) has argued specifically for borrowing from Akkadian. Yet even sup-
posing the word were inherited, there are at least two easier explanations available for
its spelling. First, the geminate may be due to interparadigmatic analogy with other *t-
stems,which inHittite are attestedonlywith geminate reflexes of the stop in their nominal
paradigms. Alternatively, the paradigm originally had mobile stress—i.e., nom/acc.sg
PIE *sép-it, gen.sg *s(e)p-it-ós (and renewedn.nom/acc.pl *sép-it-eh2)—inwhich case
the intervocalic geminate of the gen.sg is regular and the singleton due to analogy with
the nom/acc.pl. This hypothesis would have the added benefit of offering a potential
explanation for occasional spellings like ⟨še-pi-it⟩ (e.g., KBo 4.2 i 9) with a singleton reflex
of *p, which would have been subject to lenition in the noun’s oblique case forms (and
from there analogically generalized to the nom/acc.sg).

70 I follow Melchert (2019) in rejecting “the implausible claim” of Kloekhorst (2010, 2016)
that Hittite has a “partially preserved” obstruent voicing contrast in word-initial posi-
tion.

71 As pointed out byMelchert (1994, 18), initial devoicing was likely a post-PA areal develop-
ment (cf.Watkins 2001), occurring also in Luwian and, more clearly, in Lycian and Lydian,
whose alphabetic scripts allow the change to be observed more directly. On the distribu-
tion of geminate obstruents in reduplication see further Yates and Zukoff (2018, 209).
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implementation (e.g., Bermúdez-Otero 2015)—more specifically, in increased
closure duration in voiceless stops. Such an increase would have the effect
of reinforcing the existing durational contrast between longer voiceless and
shorter voiced obstruents (cf. 4.2.1 above); it can therefore be understood as a
type of cue enhancement (Keyser and Stevens 2001, 2006), and viewed in
this light, potentially offer some insight into the development of the pre-Hittite
phonological system.
It was observed by Repp (1982, 87) that acoustic cues often stand in a trad-

ing relationship, such that “a change in the setting of one cue (which, by itself,
would have led a change in the phonetic percept) can be offset by an opposed
change in the setting of another cue so as to maintain the original phonetic
percept.” Subsequent work (see especially Kirby 2010) has called attention to
the importance of such cue trading in phonological change—in particu-
lar, as the mechanism underlying transphonologization (cf. 4.2.1 above). This
type of change originates in gradient probabilistic enhancement of some non-
primary acoustic cue to a phonological contrast, whichmay itself be a response
to decreases in the original primary cue to this contrast. Listeners are conse-
quently exposed to an increasing number of tokens in which the contrast is
reliably cued by this previously redundant cue and the original cue may be
uninformative. InKirby’s (2010)model, the growing reliability of the innovative
cue makes it even more likely to be enhanced, as speakers adapt their produc-
tion in an effort to accommodate the communicative needs of their listeners.
Over generations, these gradient phonetic changesmay therefore have a cumu-
lative effect: the cue targeted for enhancement becomes the primary cue of the
contrast and gets phonologized; the original cue becomes largely redundant
and may be dephonologized.72
While it is impossible to be certain about exactly what factors led pre-

Hittite speakers to start lengthening voiceless obstruents, there is some inde-
pendent evidence to support the hypothesis that it was an adaptive response
to other changes in the phonetic realization of contrastive obstruent voicing.73

72 Kirby (2010) tests several computation models of transphonologization on a change in
Seoul Korean whereby the contrast between “lenis” and aspirated stops, originally cued
primarily by VOT, came to be cued instead by pitch (F0) on the following vowel. The
model that accounts best for this change incorporates both probabilistic enhancement
of F0 and a bias factor driving reduction of VOT differences, outperforming other models
that include only enhancement or reduction.

73 Inparticular, it is difficult to say anythingwith certainty aboutwhatKirby (2010, 3) refers to
as the “cue selection” problem—in this case, why the durational contrast between voiced
and voiceless obstruents was targeted for enhancement rather than some other cue (e.g.,
VOT). I leave this question open for future research.
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Specifically, the complete neutralization in pre-Hittite of the inherited contrast
between voiceless and voiced obstruents (discussed just above) in word-initial
position suggests that some acoustic cue or cues that were crucial to licensing
obstruent [voice] contrasts at an earlier stage had become unreliable.74 As the
[voice] contrastwas threatenedby these changes (whatever their exactnature),
pre-Hittite speakerswould have been pressured to enhance it along some other
phonetic dimension. Some speakersmay then have begun to produce voiceless
obstruents with greater closure duration, thus reinforcing the existing dura-
tional contrast between them and the voiced set; this tendency was eventually
phonologized as allophonic gemination, thereby setting the stage for its phone-
micization and the concomitant dephonologization of redundant [voice].75
Significantly, the neutralization of the inherited [voice] contrast in word-

initial position also falls out naturally from a diachronic scenario in which
closure duration is (increasingly) the only reliable cue to obstruent voicing,
since it is precisely in word-initial position that durational contrasts are diffi-
cult tomaintain, beingboth relatively hard toproduce andhard toperceive.76,77

74 There is also comparative support for such contrast-destabilizing phonetic changes at the
PA level or as a post-PA prehistoric areal phenomenon. Taken together, the Anatolian lan-
guages present what might be called an “obstruent voicing conspiracy:” synchronically,
no Anatolian language has obstruents that contrast minimally for [voice], despite the fact
that such contrasts were inherited into each. Thus, for instance, in Lycian the contrast
between intervocalic voiceless and voiced stops has become a contrast between stops and
fricatives (cf. Melchert 1994, 21, 300–307).

75 Note that the dephonologization of [voice] between pre-Hittite and Hittite need not
have involved complete phonetic devoicing of all voiced obstruents; rather, the bundle of
acoustic cues associatedwith the erstwhile [voice] contrast—including closure voicing—
may have been reinterpreted as secondary acoustic cues of the new length contrast (just
as in the Seoul Korean example discussed by Kirby 2010, 82–86). In particular, there is
no good reason to assume phonetic devoicing of pre-sonorant inherited voiced stops; on
the contrary, the assumption that these remained voiced phonetically in pre-Hittite and
the other second millennium BCE Anatolian languages that show StvL-like phenomena
makes it easier to explain how they generally developed into voiced fricatives in Lycian in
the first millennium (cf. Melchert 1994, 21) and, still more proximately, “rhotacism” of *d
in Hieroglyphic Luwian (on which see Morpurgo-Davies 1982).

76 The cross-linguistic rarity of word-initial geminate consonants is generally ascribed to
such factors (cf. Muller 2001; Pająk 2013). The weaker durational contrast between word-
initial geminates and singletons is also supported by detailed phonetic studies of Swiss
German (Kraehenman and Lahiri 2008) and of Cypriot Greek (Armosti 2009).

77 If it is true that perceptual constraints prevented consonant duration from being used to
enhance the word-initial voicing contrast in pre-Hittite and thus to prevent the merger of
the [+voice] and [–voice] obstruents, it might be expected on the same grounds that all
word-initial obstruents would develop into non-geminates inHittite. Such a development
is in my view likely (and in a similar vein, Kloekhorst 2016, 218 suggests that PIE voiceless
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This hypothesis thus offers a unified explanation for word-initial devoicing of
voiced obstruents andword-medial geminationof voiceless obstruents, both of
which are ultimately driven by pre-Hittite changes in the phonetic realization
of these obstruents thatmade themdifficult for listeners to reliably distinguish
from one another.
I conclude, then, that StvL is not an impossible sound change nor even

an especially unlikely one, as the objections of Kloekhorst (2016) and Jäntti
(2017) imply. Rather, StvL constitutes a fairly clear case of transphonologiza-
tion, atypical (arguably) only in its end result—i.e., that consonant duration
emerges as the primary cue of a historical [±voice] contrast; this trajectory
may be typologically uncommon, but it has a plausible phonetic basis (viz.,
the greater duration of voiceless obstruents than voiced) andwas facilitated by
structural conditions in pre-Hittite. I therefore takeHittite (withKümmel 2007,
176) as support for Blevins’ (2004, 175–177) proposal that geminates may arise
diachronically from the reinterpretation of a historical obstruent voicing con-
trast, and as encouragement that further research will uncover more examples
of this development elsewhere.

5.3 A synchronic analogue of Sturtevant’s Law?
If the analysis of StvL proposed above is correct, then the regular Hittite out-
comes of all inherited voiceless stops in pre-stop contexts were non-geminate
stops. As hinted at in 4.1, however, there is some uncertainty about whether the
expected historical distribution was maintained in attested Hittite or whether
it had been disrupted by analogy. A question that bears directly on this issue
is what happened in Hittite when an underlying sequence of geminate stop
plus stop was produced synchronically by morpheme concatenation: Was the
underlying geminate realized as a singleton, as in the historically expected
form? Or did it surface as a geminate, “analogically restored” on the basis of
other paradigmatic forms?
The relevant configuration is not at all rare in Hittite, arising, in particular,

in verbal inflectional paradigms. Hittite has a non-trivial number of verbs with
underlying stem-final geminate stops and also inflectional endings that begin
with a stop (or the affricate [t͡s], which comes from a stop historically). (48)
provides a list of these endings and a sample of verbal stems that when com-

stops—in his view, underlyingly [+long]—were realized as [–long] word-initially). How-
ever, as noted already in section 3 the normal means of encoding a [±long] contrast (viz.,
geminate vs. non-geminate spelling) would not have been available word-initially, and I
am aware of no phonological evidence that supports one interpretation or the other; the
[±long] status of Hittite word-initial obstruents therefore remains uncertain.
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bined give rise to this configuration; all of the verbs includedhave apost-vocalic
stem-final geminate stop and have multiple attestations with one or more of
the relevant endings:78

(48) Stop-initial endings Geminate stop-final stems

-tti (2sg.npst.act) ak(k)- ‘die’
-zi (3sg.npst.act) epp/app- ‘take’
-t/–tta (2/3sg.pst.act) ḫaššikk- ‘become satiated’
-tta(ri) (2/3sg.npst.mid) ḫuwapp/ḫupp- ‘throw’
-ttat(t(i)) (2/3sg.pst.mid) ištap(p)- ‘stop up’
-tteni (2pl.npst.act) lapp- ‘light up’
-tten (2pl.pst.act) šak(k)- ‘know’
-tten (2pl.imp.act) šupp- ‘sleep’
-ttuma(ri) (2pl.npst.mid) dakk- ‘resemble’
-ttumat(i) (2pl.pst.mid) tarupp- ‘gather’
-ttumat(i) (2pl.imp.mid) teripp- ‘plow’

upp- ‘rise’

It was established in 4.1 that post-vocalic geminate stops can be expressed
orthographically in pre-consonantal position, e.g., ⟨ša-ak-ka4-aḫ-ḫi⟩ ‘I know’ to
šak(k)- in (48) and the other examples cited in (30) above, although “simplified”
singleton spellings in this context are common (e.g., ⟨ša-ka4-aḫ-ḫi⟩). Productive
affixation of inflectional endings to the verbal stems in (48) yield hundreds of
attested forms in which a pre-stop underlying geminate stop could be spelled
geminate. It is therefore a striking fact that if the forms in (31) above are cor-
rectly analyzed as containing the ending -atta(t) (as argued in 4.1)—then pre-
stop geminate stops are (tomy knowledge) systematically unattested inHittite.
Thus, for instance, the 2pl.npst.act of epp/app- could be spelled x⟨ap-pa(-at)-
te-ni⟩—acase inwhich,moreover, the geminate spelling of the stem-final gem-
inate stopwould facilitate the spelling of the ending-initial geminate—but this
form is never found, nor do comparable forms occur for the other verbal stems
in (48).

78 I assume that ak(k)-, šak(k)-, and ištap(p)- in (48) and other ḫi-verbs of this type have
underlying stem-final geminate consonants that undergo a morphologically conditioned
lenition process in certain strong stem forms (whence, e.g., 3sg.npst.act aki ‘dies’).
This analysis is supported by the consistent geminate stop in derived forms (e.g., aggātar
‘death’). For the origin of degemination in these verbs see Melchert (2012).
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In my view, it is unlikely that the categorical absence in Hittite of ortho-
graphic geminates before stops is due purely to orthographic factors. Accord-
ingly, I propose that Hittite has preserved the surface distribution of gemi-
nate stops that resulted from StvL by innovating a degemination process that
applies to underlying geminate stops in pre-stop contexts, including those cre-
ated synchronically by adding inflectional endings to the verbal stems in (48).
This degemination process is represented in rule-based form in (49):

(49) Hittite pre-stop stop degemination:
[–sonorant, –continuant] → [–long] / ___ [–sonorant, –continuant]

The emergence of the rule in (49) would constitute a classic case of “rule inver-
sion” (Vennemann 1972): at an earlier historical stage, voiceless stops were sub-
ject to geminationbefore non-stops,whichultimately caused them tobe reana-
lyzed as phonemic geminates; (49) “undoes” this change in the complementary
set of environments (i.e., before stops), mapping the innovative [+long] stops
to [–long] stops where the conditions for the earlier rule’s application were
notmet.79 From the optimality-theoretic perspective adopted in 4.3, (49) func-
tions as a repair for the exact same markedness constraint that contextually
blocked gemination inpre-Hittite, i.e., GemP/_P in (42) above.Under this view,
the phonological grammar has in this respect remained stable diachronically
while the properties of its inputs—i.e., morphemes containing obstruents—
have been restructured.

5.4 Conclusions and outstanding issues
In this paper, I have defended the traditional view of StvL as a sound change
that occurred in the prehistory of Hittitewhereby inheritedword-medial voice-
less and voiced stops developed into geminate and non-geminate stops and
contrastive obstruent voicing was lost. However, I have also proposed a new,
phonetically motivated constraint on the operation of this change, which
accounts for Hittite forms that were problematic or unexplained under pre-
vious analyses (Melchert 1994, 61; Kloekhorst 2016): voiceless stops did not
undergo gemination in pre-stop contexts and thus became Hittite non-
geminate stops. The Hittite stop system is thus better derived directly from

79 Note, however, that morpheme-internal pre-stop voiceless stops—such as the */t/ in the
inherited word for ‘bear’ (see 4.1 above)—would never have been been subject to gemina-
tion and thus would never have been reanalyzed as geminates in Hittite; synchronically,
then, such consistently pre-stop stops would be underlyingly [–long] rather than derived
by (49).
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the PIE system as traditionally reconstructed by a historical reanalysis of con-
trastive voice as contrastive length in those environments in which this con-
trast was robustly cued—i.e., by StvL.
The account of StvL advancedhere still leaves a number of important issues

outstanding. One that pertains directly to Hittite concerns the historical devel-
opment of word-initial and especially word-final obstruents. I have generally
left aside this issue because of uncertainties in the synchronic phonological
properties of Hittite obstruents in these positions, where orthographic limita-
tions problematize their interpretation; further research may shed additional
light on the status of these obstruents and thus allow for a clearer assessment
of their diachronic development and their implications for the reconstruction
of PA and PIE phonology.
Another question relates more broadly to the StvL-like phenomena

observed in the other Anatolian languages attested in cuneiform script in the
2nd millennium BCE, Luwian and Palaic. It is generally thought that some-
thing like StvLoccurred in theprehistory of these languages (Melchert 1994, 21,
190, 251–252)—in particular, since each attests examples of historical voiceless
stops that are spelled geminate, e.g., (50):80

(50) a. PIE *-te- > PA *-ten > (e.g.) Pal. ⟨ši(-í)-it-ta-an⟩ ‘prod!’
2pl.imp.act (cf. Hitt. -tten)

b. PIE/PA *-tu > (e.g.) CLuw. ⟨a-ri-ya-ad-du⟩ ‘let him raise’
3sg.imp.act (cf. Hitt. -ttu)

Melchert (1994, 21) has suggested that these languages inherited a situation
similar to what was posited for pre-Hittite in 4.3 above, with the inherited
obstruent [voice] contrast preserved and allophonic gemination of word-
medial voiceless obstruents. While this system may have developed indepen-
dently in these languages in the same way as it did in Hittite (i.e., with the sub-
sequent loss of contrastive voice), the Palaic and Cuneiform Luwian evidence
for the historical development of voiceless and voiced stops has never been
comprehensively gathered and assessed. It remains possible, then, that such
systematic examination of the data will yield differences—minor or major—
from what is observed in Hittite and thus lead to an alternative picture of the
diachronic development of their phonological systems. Whatever the result,
such an examination is an important task for future research.

80 For a recent skeptical perspective on the Luwian situation, however, see Simon (2017).
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Finally, there is a methodological lesson that emerges from this study of
StvL. This point concerns what has been commonly referred to since Sturte-
vant (1929) as the “Indo-Hittite question”—in essence, what is the nature of
the relationship between Anatolian and the other IE languages? At this point
there can be no question that Hittite and the other Anatolian languages are
conservative in certain respects, preserving PIE features vis-à-vis PNIE and its
daughters (e.g., consonantal reflexes of the laryngeals, two grammatical gen-
ders), and there is now general agreement that Anatolian was the first to “hive
off” (Watkins 1998, 31) from the rest of the family and so did not share in some
set of common innovations that can be reconstructed for their common ances-
tor (see Oettinger 2013–2014, 2017; Jasanoff 2017; Melchert 2018, to appear c,
i.a.).
The early attestation of the Anatolian languages, their established archaism,

and their uniqueposition in the IE family tree all conspire tomake it exception-
ally tempting to take what appear to be exceptional word forms or linguistic
features found in these languages as evidence that PIE differed, perhaps in
quite radical ways, from how it has been traditionally reconstructed on the
basis primarily of NIE evidence. This study urges caution in this respect:81 it
was demonstrated in 4.1 that the Hittite forms in (24), which were interpreted
by Kloekhorst (2016) as evidence for an Anatolian phonological archaism (viz.,
no regressive assimilation) and used as support for a fundamentally different
alternative reconstruction of the PIE stop system (cf. 3.2.2 above), are neither
archaic nor even irregular; rather, when subjected to typologically and theoret-
ically informed phonological analysis, these data reveal a deeper regularity in
the operation of StvL—namely, that the historical outcome of pre-stop voice-
less stops are Hittite [–long] stops.
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